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Lodoli's biting criticism of the ancient Romans, of Palladio
and Scamozzi, Michelangelo, Gianlorenzo Bernini, Carlo Bor-

HISTORIOGRAPHY

romini, Pietro da Cortona, Martino Longhi, Carlo Maderno,
"and so many famous [reputatissimi]modern Romans" bears
out the watershed status he claims for himself.6 Earlier he had

In

1786 Andrea Memmo starts off his Elementid'architettura
Lodoliana with the statement that Baroque architecture
"non architettura, ma chinese, o grottesco potrebessi nominare" (should not be termed architecture, but Chinese or

also named the Rossis and the brothers Pozzo and used Count
Alessandro Pompei's 1735 treatise on the orders as conclusive
evidence to support his sweeping criticism.7 Indeed, Pompei
had railed with comparable vehemence against the architec-

grotesque) .' This radical view belonged to Father Carlo Lodoli
(1690-1761), a Franciscan polymath who had played a significant role in the cultural life of Verona and Venice where he
lectured on astronomy, mathematics, physics, and theology
and where he entranced salon after salon with his eccentric
views. Most importantly, he had been entrusted with the
private education of the scions of the Venetan nobility; the
unorthodox curriculum he developed was much talked about,
especially as it concerned architecture. Lodoli's eloquent criticism of the ignorance of engineering that had led to the structural failure of so many buildings, and his near-fanaticalemphasis on knowledge of materialsas prerequisite to good architecture,
had made him notorious. It is this component of his thought
that Andrea Memmo, Venetian ambassador to the Vatican and
his former pupil, records several decades after Lodoli's death.2
The statement Memmo used to introduce Lodoli's theory
carries all the flavor of Michel Foucault's reaction toJorge Luis
Borges's Chinese encyclopedia and its alien taxonomy. Indeed, it functions in much the same way; the posture of

tural abuses of his time. Like Memmo, he attacked the "broken and double curved frontispieces," the volutes as supporting members in lieu of columns, the virtual absence of straight
lines, in short, the overwhelming presence of forms "curved
into one hundred directions, contorted into one hundred
rotations, to which Virgil's description of the snake would
apply: it folds and twists and curls back upon itself."8 Moreover, Pompei added wistfully, "none of the present work
displays carvings, fluting and low relief that delight the eye in
the Italian buildings of the buoni tempi"-that is, the times of
Jacopo Barozzi da Vignola, Andrea Palladio, Vincenzo
Scamozzi, and Michele Sanmicheli, on whom his treatise
focuses. For this reason, he suggested, "we are justified in
turning back. It is a most worthy thing to be back with the
modern Italian buildings of the buoni tempijustas much as with
the ancient ones."9 Like the poetry of Giovanni Battista Marino and the Marinisti, Baroque architecture, he claimed, is

noncomprehension and unfamiliarity describes a clearly perceived watershed.3 The implication was unmistakable: on the
one side lay the misshapen architecture of the past; on the
other, the promise of a new beginning based on Lodoli's
precepts. Modern scholarship has tended to validate Lodoli's
claim. Like Marc-Antoine Laugier, the author of the seminal
Essai sur l'architecture(1753), Lodoli is to be found in the

symptomatic of a general downward trend in taste that affected all aspects of culture. And, consistent with the tenets of
the Accademia dell'Arcadia (of which he was a member), the
only salvation Pompei envisaged was a return to the sound
principles of the Renaissance.10
This attitude is not novel in the criticism of the arts and
literature of the time and had been well established since the

opening paragraphs of every survey of modern architecture.4
Rejecting ornament for ornament's sake and focusing on the
engineering of buildings, both theorists signaled a turning
point in the definition of architecture. The structural rationalism of the one and the functionalism of the other paved the
triumphant path of modernism that led from Jean-Jacques
Soufflot to Ludwig Mies van der Rohe.5

publication of Giovanni Pietro Bellori's Vitein 1672. Bellori
had not paid much attention to architecture, it is true, yet he
had criticized those who "worry the angles, break and distort
lines, misassemble bases, capitals, and columns with bits and
pieces, stuccoes, and poor proportions," citing the Greeks,
Vitruvius, and sixteenth-century architects.l1 But within this
larger cultural rejection of the literary and visual arts of the
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seventeenth century, Pompei's criticism had a more specifically architectonic thrust: the origin of all the defects he lists is
the false representation of the working structure through

simple and physical [semplicee materiale]art. All sciences include precise knowledge of things based on perceivable principles and on demonstration."18 Accordingly, Palladio is dis-

ornament. In his view, curving volutes do not signify stable
support for weights and therefore cannot logically take the
place of columns; broken pediments suggest broken trusses
and so contradict the implications of imaginary roofs; twisting

missed for saying that architecture imitates nature; so is
Scamozzi. Although the latter maintained that architecture is a
"sublime speculative science" (sublime nella speculativa), he

and bulging forms appear soft and weak and do not adequately display the bearing function of walls; flowers and fruit
cannot support heavy cornices, and so on.
If visual fussiness is one of Pompei's targets, his principal
concern is for the logical imitation of weight bearing. "Nature
must be imitated by art, and embellished, but never deformed," he proclaims.12 Such statements and the terms he
freuses-"represent,"
"display," "demonstrate"-occur
in
the
theoretical
literature
he
draws
the
on,
quently
great
treatises of the Renaissance that give voice to an aesthetic of
imitation for architecture. And to this aesthetic Pompei whole-

eventually "reduced it" (Memmo's term) to a mimetic art.19
Such a move was tantamount to inscribing architecture into
the figural arts, and this Lodoli cannot tolerate.
Pompei and Lodoli are two mountain peaks, but they
belong to a range; indeed, they speak for a larger intellectual
community in ferment. Tommaso Temanza, in his life of
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heartedly subscribes.13
Lodoli's criticism is similar if more stringent, for not even
the buoni tempiof the Renaissance meet the exacting standards
of his sparsely populated Pantheon, nor yet the Romans or
even the Greeks.14 He also states clearly the reasons why the
abuses he deplores are reprehensible: "Palladio and Scamozzi
did not understand the mechanics and statics of buildings, the
foundation of good architecture," he complains.15 Michelangelo is his bete noire: he indulged in licenzie,and "he stumbled
into so many errors and capriccibecause he did not uncover
the origin and essence of architecture." Such an approach
inevitably led to the libertinaggioof Borromini and the modern
school.16 Anticipating counterarguments regarding the magnificence of these structures and their status in the cities where
they are to be found, Lodoli adds preemptively that he does
not seek magnificence ("a pleasant illusion") but buildings
that are "raised on clear principles, so to speak, of eternal
truths, that could not suffer opposition at any time."17
"Clear principles" and "eternal truths" are the recognized
ways of the sciences; and, indeed, in the remainder of the text,
so Memmo tells us, Lodoli seeks to locate architecture among
them. For him "architecture... should be a science, not a
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Palladio of 1762, for example, had compared him with Raphael
and advocated a return to the great architecture of the sixteenth century as a countermeasure to contemporary excesses.20Temanza's whole oeuvre points in the same direction,
for (like his friend and colleague in arms, Francesco Milizia)
he also published the biographies of Sansovino and Scamozzi
as well as a comprehensive work on sixteenth-century Venetian
architects.21 This move, to reorient contemporary practice,
noticeable among Palladian grand tourists and Venetian patriots, historians, and critics, also included architects, most notably Francesco Muttoni, Antonio Visentini, and Francesco Maria
Preti.22
This group, to which Pompei belonged, at least looked
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favorably on ancient and Renaissance architecture. Lodoli's
radical rejection of the past, however, left him with few authorities beyond Vitruvius.23 Not even his contemporaries Milizia
and Temanza were sufficiently rigorous in his eyes, though on
occasion Milizia earned his approval.24 To be sure, scientistscholars like Count Giovanni Poleni, who occupied the chair
in experimental physics and astronomy at the University of
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Padua (where he had succeeded Nicola Bernoulli), had taken
a position similar to Lodoli's. But although he was concerned
with reconciling Vitruvius with Newton ("iuxta textum Vitruvii
et mentem Neutoni"), his work was focused on engineering
(resistance of materials) and not on issues of architectural
form and style.25
It is in this milieu that Teofilo Gallaccini (1564-1641), a
long dead and virtually unknown Sienese polymath, suddenly
emerges from obscurity to be claimed as authority by Pompei,
Lodoli, and the larger community for which they spoke.
Gallaccini's manuscript treatise "Degli errori degli architetti"
(On the errors of the architects) (c. 1625) had only recently
come to light and its critical and prescriptive tone had immediately attracted attention. There is evidence that Alessandro
Pompei became aware of this text in 1739 through correspondence with the Sienese cleric Giovanni Girolamo Carli.26It is
thus very likely that news of Gallaccini reached the Veneto via
Pompei, and that Lodoli through his connection to Pompei's
Anglo/Venetan circle would have known of him during the
heyday of his teaching. By 1761 the manuscript was in Venice
in the library of architectural impresario ConsulJoseph Smith
and available to his large circle of friends, among whom were
Memmo, Lodoli, and Poleni. The publication of the Erroriin
1767 (funded by Smith) caused something of a stir since
Temanza recounted the events leading up to it in a letter to
Milizia.27 By 1771 the assimilation of Gallaccini was so complete that Smith's architect Antonio Visentini appended his
own images of "decadent" modern architecture to a new
edition of the Errori.28Belying the passage of 150 years, one
argument flowed seamlessly into the other, apparently unhampered by any hermeneutical barriers (Figures 1, 2).
148 JSAH / 58:2, JUNE 1999
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FIGURE
2:AntonioVisentini,
Osservazioni
cheservonodicontinuazione
al trattatodi T.
Golloccini
(1771)

Gallaccini's work had sparked interest not only in the
Veneto but also in his native Siena where a number of historians attended to his life and oeuvre at some length. Nor was this
activity unknown in Venice. Count Antonio Pecci's biography
of Gallaccini was published with the first edition of the Errora.29
Guglielmo della Valle's detailed description of Gallaccini's
corpus of theoretical works, published in his Letteresoprale belle
arti (1786), had first been written as a letter to none other than
Memmo.30 Finally, Angelo Comolli, a collaborator on Memmo's publications, added more biographical detail on Gallaccini in his Bibliografiastorico-critica
of 1792.31
This register of reception is primarily of local historiographic interest, but it also reveals one arresting circumstance:
that a significant group of architects, historians, and critics in
Tuscany and the Veneto held Gallaccini in great esteem. This
is remarkable and puzzling for two reasons. First, how can
Gallaccini's work have appealed to both Pompei, who promoted the mimetic aesthetic of the Renaissance, and to Lodoli,
who set himself up as the prophet of a new, scientific meth-

FIGURE3: Teofilo Gallaccini,"Librettocontenente un cenno d'un suo itinerario"

4:TeofiloGallaccini,
"Trattato
de capitellidellecolonne"
FIGURE
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od?32 Second, in Lodoli's (and Memmo's) case, this embrace
of Gallaccini's ideas meantjettisoning the great text chain that
came down from the Renaissance in favor of a virtual unknown; in the case of Consul Smith and his circle, it signified
elevation to a status of equality with these texts.
According to his eighteenth-century biographers, Gallaccini was a professor of mathematics and philosophy at the
University of Siena from 1621 to his death in 1641. He wrote
much but published nothing in his lifetime. He certainly
participated in the cultural life of his city as an active member
of the Accademia dei Filomati;33he traveled through Italy and
studied for several years in Rome, but otherwise he led an
unexceptional life. His greatest claim to fame seems to have
been his friendship with the Sienese Giulio Mancini, the
seventeenth-century medic turned art critic who was active in
Rome during the papacy of Urban VIII; Gallaccini dedicated
his "Errori" to Mancini, who apparently read that text to the
pontiff.34 There is no building or architect (at least he mentions none) with whom Gallaccini appears to have been associated.35 Unavailable (since unpublished) until his "discovery"
in the mid-eighteenth century and returned to obscurity shortly
thereafter, Gallaccini may seem unimportant.36 But the question of why he held such great appeal for divergent groups of
architects and theorists in the eighteenth century is significant
because it forces us to rethink how we write the history of
architectural theory and define its relationship to practice.
Does history proceed by caesuras, ruptures, and paradigm
revolutions, as Lodoli held and as modernist theory construed? Is there no continuity between the body of theory
developed in Italy in the Renaissance and that of the Baroque
and the Enlightenment world beyond it?37 And have our
disciplinary biases-to concentrate on treatises connected to
major building careers and/or campaigns-led us to neglect
the interstices, the very sites where transition and transformation in the discourse took place?
THE CORPUS

If Gallaccini's uneventful life led to his relative obscurity, it has
also paradoxically provided the conditions for overcoming it.
Most of his written oeuvre was preserved, and as a full corpus it
offers a unique opportunity to observe the place of architectural theory in seventeenth-century culture as well as the
forces that impinged on its making. As his biographers contended and the surviving manuscripts confirm, Gallaccini's
architecture-related work was vast and the subject seems to
have occupied him throughout his life. Thus, for his "Errori"
of 1625 he certainly drew heavily on notes taken while traveling through Italy between 1610 and 1612. The pocket sketchbook that documents this trip contains itineraries, comments,
accounts, building plans, sections, and details as well as whatever else struck his fancy-images of all kinds, including coats
150 JSAH / 58:2, JUNE 1999

of arms, armor, inscriptions, and so on.38 Gallaccini's quick
but accomplished sketches testify to an experienced eye and
hand, to a remarkable ability to distill essential visual information, and to careful, direct experience and analysis of monuments, all of which came to bear on his mature theoretical
work of the 1620s (Figure 3). Ornament also attracted his
attention. An extensive and heavily illustrated work on the
capitals of columns and another (now lost) on the bases of
columns show him engaging in a slice-by-slice analysis of the
architectural frame (Figure 4).39 We know that he also produced a work on good architecture, besides the one on errors.
Giovanni Targioni-Tozzetti, who attended to Gallaccini's oeuvre in the 1770s, indicated that this text, "I1 tempio o vero
compendio dell'architettura," contained designs of two temples
illustrating the "right way to build."40 Finally, in 1641, the year
of his death, Gallaccini was busy completing a treatise on
perspective. This work also contains a significant architectural
component in the form of an introductory subtreatise on the
orders with a lengthy philosophical prologue on architecture
(Figure 5).41 But illustrated treatises were not his only contribution to the theory and criticism of architecture. Among his
collected discorsipresented at the Accademia dei Filomati (and
collected in 1630) there are several concerned with the arts:
"Del disegno," "Della nobilita dell'architettura," "Dell'arte in
comparation alla natura," and "In quanti modi sia intesa
l'arte."42
However, the work of Gallaccini's that interested Memmo,
Lodoli, Consul Smith, and Visentini most was his "On the
errors of the architects" ("Degli errori degli architetti") of
1625.43Here Gallaccini sought to identify "la regolata architettura" (the architecture governed by rules) by combating
abuses. The book is a long list of potential errors architects
might commit and, more specifically, ones that they have
already committed. Gallaccini mentions no names (indeed, he
prides himself on his discretion), but he clearly dislikes Michelangelo's Porta Pia as well as some of the more recent work in
Rome: the parapet sculptures on Saint Peter's Basilica and the
Campidoglio palaces, the vaulting in the side aisles of Saint
Peter's as well as its facade and side elevations. He is also
critical of a variety of interventions to the Duomo and
Sant'Agostino in Siena, as well as some less easily identifiable
examples in various places throughout Italy.44
In some ways the Erroriheralds the tradition ofparaleles that
we associate especially with Freart de Chambray's 1650 ParalUle
des ancients et des modernes,that is, the treatise tradition that
emerged from the querellebetween Ancients and Moderns at
the French Academy focusing on the critique of contemporary abuses and the promotion of an alternative "right way."
But, although Gallaccini may be seen to anticipate a trend that
ultimately leads to Pompei's comparative method, he also
recalls a venerable Italian tradition that goes back to Alberti.

of the "debito luoco" (right place) and on the negative effects
of "rompimenti" (breaks) in the continuity of structure and
ornament alike, lead him to conclude, like Palladio, that "in
an architecture that imitates nature, one must not overstep la
necessitd,nor leave behind all that is necessary."49For readers
like Pompei, Visentini, and Temanza, who were seeking to
turn their contemporaries' attention to the architecture and
implicitly to the theory of the sixteenth century, such comments must have been particularly resonant.
Yet, despite a strong resemblance, there is a subtle difference in kind between Gallaccini's treatise and those of his
Renaissance predecessors. The architectural errors Gallaccini
cites are interchangeably discussed with errors of building
science; indeed, this contiguity seems to suggest continuity
between them. To be sure, a discussion of materials had been
an almost obligatory component of every architectural treatise
ever since Vitruvius. But with Gallaccini we see a far greater
concern with mechanics and its application to architecture.
Much of his treatise concerns errors of construction, some of
them quite specific (dealing with walls, foundations, excavation errors, and the like).50 Most noticeable is his concern with
structure and its real bearing ability, with the resistance of
materials, and with the connections among members. For
example, he attends to problems associated with imposing
loads on existing masonry walls that are not designed to carry
them; he stresses the role of corners as buttressing elements in
FIGURE
5:TeofiloGallaccini,
"Teoriche
e pratichedi prospettiva
scenografica"

Ever since the De re aedificatoria,every treatise contained a
separate and almost obligatory chapter on the abuses of
contemporary practitioners.45
Gallaccini, however, developed this theme into an entire
book. A physician by training (like Giulio Mancini, whose
example he probably follows), he not only introduced a diag-

buildings; he alerts his readers to the importance of preserving continuity among carrying members and draws their
attention to the critical role performed by joints in this context.51 Yet, within this same argument he turns to errors in
ornament and admonishes that projections should not be
used for effect but only for necessitt where there is an

nostic method of criticism, but he absorbed a genre of exposition from the sciences: the theater of poisons, the encyclopedia of diseases finds its architectural counterpart.46 However,
as his criticism of Michelangelo already suggested, much of
what he says bears a strong resemblance to Palladio, Pirro
Ligorio, and Scamozzi.47 Thus, Gallaccini tolerates no projections in midair, no broken pediments ("a defective manner
never used by the ancients"), no mixing of orders, no superfluities, in short, no "caprice" and no fantasie, no "barbarous
practices," all of which he associates with the "silversmiths,
woodworkers, engravers, stuccatori,and painters."48 Evidently
he distinguishes between those who paste and glue, who mold
and varnish surfaces, from those engaged in a tectonic art
such as architecture (Figure 6).
Clearly, the principal thrust of Gallaccini's criticism is the
faulty representation of load bearing in the structural framewhether real or ornamental. His emphasis on the importance
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FIGURE
6:TeofiloGallaccini,
Trattati
sopraglierrori
degliarchitetti
(1767)
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SCIENCE

lengthy treatises on artillery and Niccolo Tartaglia's Nuova
scienzia (c. 1632), which form a group with his treatise on
fortifications (Figures 7, 8);59 two treatises on geometry (on
angles and the circle), to which group also belongs his commentary on Euclid's Book VI (c. 1626-1627);60 a treatise on "the
nature and force of moving water" (essentially on hydraulics)
that shows interests also evident in his text on the fortification
of port cities (1598-1603; Figure 9).61 To these strictly scientific concerns also belongs his librettion gnomonic that ties
into his astronomical work on the "celestial world," on the
poles of the earth and movements of the "orbi celesti," on the

Gallaccini's concentration on errors has prompted some scholars to see traces of a Counter-Reformation rhetoric in his
discourse and to place his work in the tradition of Gilio da
Fabriano's moralistic prescriptions for religious art in Degli
errorie degli abusi de' pittori circa l'istorie(1564).54 Others have
seen in Gallaccini the first stirring of a classicist trend in

"scintillar delle stelle," and on the "lucidezza della celeste
ragione detta Eterea" (Figure 10).62 Most of this work
also shows that he paid significant attention to measuring
instruments.
If we consider Gallaccini's architectural treatises in the
wider context of his whole oeuvre and of Galileian science in

criticism that would be consecrated later by Bellori and that
Gallaccini himself derived from Mancini.55 Indeed, the fact
that Gallaccini dedicated the Errorito his Sienese mentor and
friend may suggest that he felt a kinship of approaches as well
as of ideas thatjustified such a gesture. Certainly, his brand of
architectural classicism is in keeping with Roman work of

particular it seems less surprising that Lodoli should claim
him. Indeed, Galileo loomed large on Lodoli's horizon.
Memmo points this out from the beginning of the treatise; he
himself had been reading Galileo's work with the Abate Ortez
and had approached Lodoli, who had "before his eyes" the

additional weight to be carried.52 Finally Gallaccini turns to
materials and attempts to rationalize their use: for him stone
ornaments should not look like ornament in wood or stucco,
as they do, for example, on the facade and sides of Saint
Peter's Basilica. "In stucco, wood and the like it is acceptable
to engage in licence, since there the pieces are all attached
and have no true connection with each other and the whole,
are not born with it, but are all tied with straps and iron clamps
and glue," he concludes.53

around 1600, such as that of Onorio Longhi or Ottaviano
Mascherino, who were part of Mancini's circle and with whom
Gallaccini most certainly came in contact during his long
sojourn in Rome (1590-1602).56 Gallaccini's views may also
share a common root with those of Scamozzi, whose own
treatise-not coincidentally described by Manfredo Tafuri as
the product of a "classicismo esasperato"-was decisively
shaped by his exposure to Rome in the decade prior to
Gallaccini's arrival there.57
However, the principal source for Gallaccini's views has
been ignored. First and foremost he was a scientist. Giovanni
Targioni-Tozzetti, who in 1780 provided most of what we know
about Gallaccini's "Compendio dell'architettura," did so only
by the way, for he was writing a history of science in Tuscany
during the settecento, and in his narrative he dedicated a fair
amount of space to Gallaccini. The bulk of the work is focused
on Galileo and the Accademia del Cimento, and it is in this
context that Gallaccini and other personalities who moved on
its periphery figure most prominently.
Gallaccini's writings, now in the Biblioteca Communale,
Siena, cover mathematics, mechanics, ballistics, astronomy,
hydraulics, gnomonic, and medicine. This spectrum of sciences and the topics he covers-motion, weights, moments,
leverage, free fall and centers of gravity,impact, the movement
and trajectories of planets and comets, buoyancy-are precisely the issues that were at the center of scientific discourse at
the turn of the sixteenth century and led to the important
discoveries of the seventeenth.58 Thus Gallaccini provides
152 JSAH / 58:2, JUNE 1999

very same dialogues (Dialogues ConcerningTwo New Sciences).
"He let me understand," Memmo writes, "that it would be
very difficult for the scientific principles that Galileo discovered in his mechanics and those that he [Lodoli] had found
almost simultaneously in architecture to be different from
each other or even corollary."63 Not surprisingly, Lodoli defined architecture as equivalent to the science of statics and
(quoting Milizia) cited a formidable string of scientists who
had written on hydraulics, mechanics, mathematics, optics,
astronomy, and engineering-Bernard Forest de Belidor, Pierre
Varignon, Nicola Bernoulli, Leonhard Euler, Philippe de la
Hire, Emiland Gauthey-to support this claim.64 "There are
many others who in our century perfected mechanics in the
steps of our Galileo-all works that are not even mentioned by
our professoriarchitetti."65Stereotomy and the study of the
resistance of materials are Lodoli's principal concerns, and
Galileo is presented as the fountainhead for such knowledge.
His findings, such as the superior bearing capacity of catenary
and parabolic curves as compared with the circle, Lodoli
argues, should be absorbed into architecture for building with
more robustezza(strength) and soliditd(firmness).
To be sure, Gallaccini was not among the trailblazing
scientists that Lodoli quotes. Despite his progressive scientific
concerns, his views on these matters seem to have been
conservative, no doubt a consequence of the Jesuit education
he had received in Rome in the 1590s. And indeed, the fact
that he began teaching at the University of Siena in 1621, after
its reform when appointments were politically determined,
confirms that he followed the prevailing doctrine, or at least

that he did not actively contradict it.66The "bookshelf," or the
authorities that he cites, includes the traditional ancient and
late-medieval sources (Euclid, Archimedes, Aristotle, Averroes, Rabanus, Leone Ebreo, Aquinas, and Sacrobosco),Jesuit
texts such as Cristoforo Clavio's, and the key sixteenth-century
commentaries (by Federico Commandino or Guidobaldo dal
Monte). Surprisingly, Galileo is mentioned only twice, although Gallaccini had met Galileo when the latter came to
Siena to demonstrate the "macchie di luna," visible through
his telescope, to Ascanio Piccolomini, archbishop of Siena and
a friend of Gallaccini's (see Figure 10 for his illustration of the
sightings).67 Although he writes a commentary on Tartaglia's
Nuova scienziaand quotes Girolamo Cardano, the more innovative (not to say subversive) modern authors, such as GiovanniBattista Benedetti, Tycho Brahe,Johannes Kepler, and Copernicus, are conspicuously missing, as are references to the
tradition of deponderibustreatises, which goes back toJordanus
Nemorarius and prepared the terrain for the late-Renaissance
work in dynamics.68Like his astronomy, Gallaccini's machines
and port designs are not particularly original and depend
upon Francesco di Giorgio, Bonaiuto Lorini, and Giovanni
Battista della Valle.69
Evidently Gallaccini was no pathbreaker in the field of the

FIGURE7: Teofilo Gallaccini,"Dellanuova scienzia di Niccolo Tartaglia"(1632)

FIGURE
8:TeofiloGallaccini,
"Delleragionideitir. Dell'artiglieria"

FIGURE
9:TeofiloGallaccini,
"Soprai portidi mare"
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support, not only its representationthrough a fictive system of
signs. The fact that Gallaccini moved from a discussion of
errors of construction to errors of ornamental composition as
part of the same argument confirmed to readers like Lodoli
that there was no caesura between what we see and what is
there, between the facts of embellishment and those of construction and engineering. Gallaccini's long string of "errors"
focused on the flawed engineering of buildings, and his scientific concern with the properties of materials added authority
to such a reading. Naturally for Lodoli, who had himself
written a (now lost) treatise on the strength of materials,
Galileo and Gallaccini seemed to be speaking, if not with
one voice, at least in the same language.72 Galileo's statement
in the Dialogues ConcerningTwoNew Sciences(Proposition VIII)
that the nature of materials plays as great a role as size in
the structural soundness of an organism (or building) was
well known to his generation; Poleni had quoted it in full
in his analysis of the engineering of the dome of Saint Peter's.73
That there was much in Gallaccini's work to recommend
him to Lodoli is clear enough. But was it unique and therefore
tangible evidence of a rupture in the course of architectural

FIGURE
"IIMondoceleste,overotrattatodicosmografia"
10:TeofiloGallaccini,

sciences. Yet his concerns, the problems he engages, and the
questions he seeks to answer-such as the path of stelleerrante
(wandering stars) or the movements of the orbi celesti-were
the most topical issues of the day.70His less imaginative answers should not obscure the fact of his asking profoundly
significant questions. Indeed, whether the Jesuits and the
larger scientific community accepted Galileo's findings or not,
they were nevertheless at work on the same phenomena. The
solutions they proposed may have been less radical, and the
debate may well have taken an ugly turn, but the very fact of a
debate testifies to shared pursuits and vocabulary. The Collegio Romano, the University of Pisa, and the University of Siena
all taught and offered chairs to scientists whose work set the
foundations for Galileo. The treatises on weights (de ponderibus) and the treatises on movement (de motu) that emerged
from these environments long before he published on the
subject attest to this fact.71
Unlike the other scientists whom Lodoli claimed as authorities, Gallaccini had written on architecture and had shown
that the two worlds were contiguous if not contingent. For one
aware of his scientific oeuvre, Gallaccini's concerns with weight
bearing in the "Errori" would have read as concerns with real
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I I:TeofiloGallaccini,
e pratichedi prospettiva
FIGURE
"Teoriche
scenografica"

theory between the Renaissance and the eighteenth century,
or was his contribution to that discourse the barely visible tip of
a larger cultural iceberg that we have not sufficiently attended
to? In some ways, Gallaccini's concerns were not dissimilar to
those of Daniele Barbaro, Cosimo Bartoli, Ignatio Danti, and
Bernardino Baldi, or of Pietro Cataneo and Oreste Biringucci
in Siena, that is, to the great universal minds of the sixteenth
century who turned their energies with equanimity toward the
arts, sciences, textual recuperation, philosophy, and occasionally even building.74 In this sense he again seems to be part of
the Renaissance world, just as his criticism of architecture
seems to rehearse sixteenth-century adages. Indeed, architecture had always drawn on humanists, letterati,antiquarians,
instrument builders, and mathematicians who carried important concepts from one milieu to another through language,
methods, and the objects of their interest.75
But with Gallaccini we must also recognize a shift in kind.
The intellectual searchlight he trains on the objects of his
investigation illuminates a different set of contours. His focus
is not that of his humanist predecessors-despite the obligatory historical and literary set pieces he produced (and was
expected to produce) as an academicoof respectable stature.76

garde scientific group, whose ambition was nothing less than
to reshape the educational curriculum across Italy-he consecrated a trend that had been evident for some time.82 Such a
move amounts to acknowledging a place for architecture in
the constellation of sciences the Lincei embraced. Indeed, in

The driving concern behind Barbaro's and Baldi's work had
been primarily recuperation: of ancient learning and material
culture; of literary, scientific, mathematical, or architectural
texts and the objects they describe-buildings, instruments,

his EncyclopediaPythagorea(1616) Stelliola posits a supreme
science from which all others draw.Among its more traditional
branches (philosophy, music, mathematics), he lists architecture, the science of movement and centers of gravity.83Espe-

lifestyles, or tragedies.77 But by the early seventeenth century
the intellectual energy invested in reception had declined.

cially interesting in the case of the Lincei is the evidence it
provides that the impulse to reclassify architecture came not
from the leading architects of the time, but from the sciences.
Cesi's Lincei was formed one year after Gallaccini left
Rome, and the architect Stelliola became a member some ten
years later. It is possible that Gallaccini did not know much
about the academy, even though Siena was still an important

And, as Amedeo Quondam has shown, there was a documentable trend to separate out science from the classical-humanistic unity of knowledge in the decades preceding the creation
of the Accademia dei Lincei (1603).78 Neither can Gallaccini
be seen to fall into the category of builders and architects like
Brunelleschi or Francesco di Giorgio who turned to the world
of the meccanicofor help with the specific problems posed by
the construction process, nor into that of the architect/
painter who needed to master science (geometry) in order to
construct accurate perspective drawings.79With Gallaccini we
witness a scientist addressing architecture.
Certainly, it is already evident from the time of Ignatio
Danti, Barbaro, and especially Scamozzi that architecture was
drawn into the sciences.80 Leonardo Fioravanti's Dello specchio
di scientia universale (Turin, 1564), Ignatio Danti's complex
charts of related disciplines (Le scienzemathematicheridottein
tavole,1577), and Antonio Possevino's Ratio studiorumof 1593,
in which architecture is disengaged from the visual arts and
associated instead with the sciences, show how such views
translated into curricula and comprehensive schemes for the
classification of sciences.81 When Federico Cesi appointed the
Neapolitan architect Antonio Stelliola to the Accademia dei
Lincei in 1612-thereby including him in the most avant-

FIGURE12: Ostilio Ricci,"Probleminecessariper l'architettura
militaree civile"
(1600)

university center, especially for foreign students, and thus was
on the dissemination path of discourse.84 But whether or not
he knew of this effort to harness architecture to the sciences,
the fact that as a philosopher, mathematician, and scientist he
turned toward architecture suggests that the conditions existed for such an annexation, that the discourses of both
disciplines had moved close enough to each other for him to
absorb them into his concerns. Always on the cusp between
the sciences and the arts, architecture was now assimilated into
the scientist's paideia.
In assessing the presence of a cultural iceberg, or rather the
presence of an alternative site that affected the discourse on
architecture, it is worthwhile to ask what Gallaccini intended
to do with his work. It is reasonable to suppose that some of his
texts were written for classroom use-"per uso scolastico,"
one cataloguer noted: those on Tartaglia, on Euclid, on gnomonic and geometry, perhaps even that on perspective, in
which he shows far greater concern with the path that leads to
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FIGURE13:Alessandro Capra, La nuova architetturafamiliare(1678)

the accomplished scenographic veduta than does his contemporary Lorenzo Sirigatti (Figure 11).85 The fact that most of
his writings date from the period after he began teaching at
the studio in Siena in 1621 may further confirm this view. Yet
they do not appear to have been lecture notes, which usually
opened with the formulaic "letto il..." (date of reading
followed).86 But, even if they were not actual lectures texts, we
can assume that much in them was rehearsed orally since we
do find important traces of his treatises in his discorsiacademici
for the Filomati where he was a frequent speaker. Thus, in

an architect's experience. As Joseph Connors has shown,
Francesco Picchiati, Martino Longhi the Younger, and Borromini, for example, entered the world of collecting mirabilia
and thus inhabited the same intellectual landscapes as the
collectors Ulisse Aldrovandi, Athanasius Kirchner, or Settala.91
Such circumstances testify to the place of oral communication,
the exchange of objects, and the practice of collecting as
alternate discursive sites that held a far more significant place
in the architecture culture of this period than we tend to

addition to a small number of literary discorsiand two important ones on the arts, Gallaccini spoke on architecture, meteorology, astronomy, geometry, buoyancy, as well as on the
imitation of nature, a discourse in which he concentrated on

acknowledge.92
Nor was Gallaccini a lone trespasser from the sciences on
the territory of architecture. Just as Galileo's discoveries
emerged out of a larger ferment in the scientific world of his
time, so Gallaccini's annexation of architecture as the praxis of

automata, mechanical toys and clocks, fountains, and moving
statues-in other words, on motion, its imitation, and its
origin.87
As a group these lectures testify to an interested audience,

his "celestial mathematics" was part of a larger tendency that
gathered momentum in the eighteenth century and so connected to Lodoli and his world. Ostilio Ricci, mathematician at
the Medici court and Galileo's teacher in Florence, wrote not

one accustomed to engaging these issues and evidently
equipped to do so.88 Indeed, for one student, Manfredo
Settala, the memory of his university education in Siena in the
early 1620s lingered on. His subsequent activities and interest
in turning, optics, instrument making (especially telescopes
and microscopes), clocks, and mirrors, which brought him so

only a heavily illustrated treatise on surveying around 1600,
but also one on the orders in which he described himself as
"architect" (Figure 12).93 Pietro Antonio Barca, who wrote
Avvertimentie Regolecirca l'architetturacivile (1620), was by his
own admission an engineer writing on the arts.94 Giovanni
Branca, who wrote a treatise on machines of 1629 focusing on

much fame in later years in Milan, go back to this period and
offer another glimpse into the milieu he had been exposed
to.89 Fabio Chigi, the future Pope Alexander VII, who was
Settala's companion when they were both students at the
University of Siena, had been part of the same milieu and
knew Gallaccini. This early education undoubtedly played a

the effect of different weights on moving gears, pulleys, and
hydraulics, also published a Manuale d'architetturabrevein the
same year.95This work, which became the standard practical
handbook for architects in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries (with reprints in Rome 1718, 1757, 1772, 1783 and
Modena 1789), includes algorithms, a treatise on numbers,

role in his interest in the arts (in 1625-1626 he drew up an
exhaustive list of works of art to be found in his native city) as
well as in architecture when he became one of the most

and an exposition on the Golden Section. Indeed, foreseeing
its success, Branca argued that his small-format book would
become an indispensable tool and that "those who will carry

important patrons of his generation.90 Nor were the learned
milieus of figures like Gallaccini, Settala, and Chigi outside of

this little book in their bag, will know much more than we
do."96 A few decades later, Carlo Osio in his Architetturacivile
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irrigations systems (in the Po valley), the need for both land
and water defenses (Venice), and a politics of territorial expansion and control (Tuscany) encouraged the development of
these professions. But writers such as Antonio Lupicini, Vittorio Zonca, or even Cosimo Bartoli (who was sending back to
Florence information regarding the latest water-draining machines in use in Venice) were not concerned with the theory of
architecture or with its definition but with applied science.100
Unlike them Gallaccini and his scientist peers, like the "celestial mathematicians" Cesi and Stelliola, though attentive to
machines and hydraulics, were concerned with philosophy,
with primary causes, with the definition of motion and forces,
with astronomy, and it is from this vantage point that they
sought to locate architecture among the scientific and philosophical disciplines. It is also important to note that despite
resemblances, this is not the stream of architectural thought
that flows out of Serlio and the sixteenth-century Vitruviana of
Barbaro and Scamozzi inflected by the new scientific interests

14:TeofiloGallaccini,
"Delleragionideitiri Dell'artiglieria"
FIGURE

(1641) made much of the architettoscientificoand included
dimostrationieuclidiane for the benefit of such practitioners,
emphasizing geometrical constructions at every turn.97Alessandro Capra's La nuova architetturafamiliare(1678) also looked
to the scientific side of architecture, and included many
chapters on "errors" in the manner of Gallaccini as well as a
(rather fanciful) book on machines (Figure 13).98 Probably
the most interesting among these writers was Costanzo Amichevoli, who wrote an Architetturacivile ridotta a metodofacile
(1675) and an Architetturamilitare (1684). But this was his
"architectural" pen name; under his real name, Padre Francesco Eschinardi, he was professor of logic, physics, metaphysics, mathematics, and astronomy at the Collegio Romano and
an active member of the Accademia Fisico-matematica. As
Eschinardi he wrote on de impetu,comets, hydraulics, mechanics, and optics and had much sympathy for the "new science"
of Galileo.99
Superficially this stream may seem to be that of the "terrestrial" mathematicians and scientists, of those working on
fortifications, hydraulics, and surveying in a political and
economic climate that increasingly depended on this expertise. Such was particularly the case in Tuscany and in the north
where flooding rivers (the Arno), a profusion of canals and

FIGURE 15: Teofilo Gallaccini, "Della natura del cerchio e del operazione del
compasso"
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IMITATIO

However, the imitatiocomponent in Gallaccini's thinking that
Pompei rightly seized upon cannot be ignored; nor can it
simply be attributed to an obligatory rehearsing of old maxims
that survived in architectural criticism from text to text. Yet
from a modern perspective it seems strangely at odds with his
otherwise scientific orientation. Indeed, however disparate his
interests, one overarching theme in Gallaccini's scientific work
is the mathematization of the physical universe, that is, the
translation of the movement of the stars, of the human body,
of water, of light and shadow, of projectiles, of sight into
mathematically (geometrically) defined configurations. Into
this category fall his treatises "I1 Mondo celeste" (on the
movement of the stars and on the movement of "stelle er-

FIGURE
16:TeofiloGallaccini,
"Soprai portidi mare"

of the seventeenth century and that leads through Guarino
Guarini to Bernardo Vittone and Francesco Maria Preti. In
other words, it is not the stream of architectural treatises
conceived by architects that included increasingly sophisticated chapters on geometry (and algebra in Vittone's case).101
Instead, it is a stream that runs parallel to it, that originates
with the sciences and that makes place for architecture among
them and constitutes the early stirring of its subsequent separation from engineering. In this sense Lodoli is very much a
member of an Italian "text chain" that ties the architectural
theory of the Renaissance and the Baroque with the world of
the Enlightenment; he was a participant in an ongoing discourse, not the complete original that he presented himself to
be. It is also important to point out that this is a different
lineage from Pompei's, whose own brand of criticism is referable to a tradition developed in the visual arts, and goes back
to Bellori's distinction between substance and surface, disegno
and ornament, color and brushstroke, and more generally,
between respect of ancient sources and ephemeral fashion.102
That Lodoli was aware of this difference in a way that his
predecessors had not been signals that the moment of bifurcation in the discourse had come.
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FIGURE17: Lorenzo Sirigatti,Lapratticadella prospettiva(1596)

sance, from Mariano Taccola through Leonardo to Bernardo
Puccini and Giovanni Branca, display pronounced anthropomorphic features.106But a focused interest in movement and
moments is far more noticeable in the later sixteenth century
and early seventeenth than ever before, and it turns up in
Gallaccini's oeuvre too (Figure 16).107
Indeed, within Gallaccini's interest in the mathematization
of the universe one of the most pervasive themes is that of
movement itself. His deep-seated interest is in mechanics, in
the study of weights: suspended, projected across space as a
result of violent or steady application of forces, or balanced,
that is, in motion and at rest. Both his treatises on geometry
and his work on ballistics and Tartaglia display these interests;
in the former he explicitly defines his theme as "la misura del
movimento" (the measurement of movement).108 Thus, the
study of mechanics in both its forms as statics and dynamics
(even if as yet undifferentiated in contemporary science) lies
at the root of Gallaccini's activities: the study of weights in
disequilibrium means motion, and in equilibrium means rest.
So pervasive is this concern in the contemporary culture that
even a nonscientist like Lorenzo Sirigatti (whom Gallaccini

FIGURE18:Teofilo Gallaccini,"Teorichee pratichedi prospettiva scenografica"

rante"); "Della nuova scienza di Niccolo Tartaglia" and "La
prospettiva scenografica" (on measuring sight); "Delle ragioni de tiri. Dell'artiglieria" (on projectile trajectories; Figures 8, 14); "Gnomonica" (on the movement of light and
shadow); and "Della natura del cerchio" and "Perigonia,"
where he attends to the geometry of human movement (Figure 15). Such concerns show Gallaccini to be responding to
the contemporary preoccupations with the tension between
abstraction (as idealized mathematical models) and reality (as
sensible experience).103

The invention, design, and illustration of machines, of
perennial fascination to artists and scientists, was part of this
same trend to convert the physical realm into mathematical/
geometrical configurations.104 Alberti said as much in his
treatise: "Machines are comparable to animate bodies which
are endowed with exceptionally strong hands and behave
exactly like each of us in order to move weights. Thus in
machines it is necessary to imitate the dimensionsand joints of
our own limbs which, thanks to the muscles, allow us to stand
up, push, pull and carry weights" (emphasis added).l05 And
indeed, many of the machine illustrations from the Renais-

FIGURE19:Vittorio Zonca, Novo teatro di machineet edificii(I 607)
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Valverde de Hamusco's Anatomy,presumably one of its later
editions.112 Significantly, his medical expertise was accompanied by a great interest in disegno.After completing his studies
in Siena, Gallaccini moved to Rome in order to learn (among
other things) disegno.It may be that he already had contacts in
the art world of Siena, since the painters Bonaventura Salimbeni, Lippo Vanni, and Rutilio Manetti were part of Mancini's
circle when he resided there.113However, Rome left a much
deeper imprint on Gallaccini's artistic education. Since he was
a physician and a friend of Mancini's, we can assume that he
was a member of Mancini's circle and that he met Michele
Mercati, author of the famous Metallotheca,and the architects
Ottaviano Mascherino and Onorio Longhi.ll4 Such contacts
also meant ties to the Accademia di San Luca, where the latter
two where members and principii; indeed, Gallaccini's own
discourse on disegno clearly shows his familiarity with issues
debated there in the 1590s and confirms ties with this
milieu.115
It is particularly striking that Gallaccini's acquaintance in
Rome linked him not only with representatives of the artscritics, academics, or artists-but also to people like Mancini
or Mercati, who, like himself, traversed from the sciences to
the arts.116As we have seen, the harnessing of the arts by the

FIGURE20: Teofilo Gallaccini,"IIMondo celeste, overo trattato di cosmografia"

quotes and greatly admires) displays his bravura pieces of
perspective as piled-up forms sustaining and thus displaying a
fragile equilibrium, much like Gallaccini's dissections of the
orders for his own perspective treatise (Figures 17, 18).
Gallaccini's interest in hydraulics can be seen to fit the same
pattern: on the one hand, it was a natural enough concern,
particularly in Siena where a sophisticated water-channeling
system that crisscrossed the city had existed since the trecento
and required maintenance and improvement; on the other
hand, it can be seen as part of his larger investigation of the
laws governing movement.109 His discorsoon the imitation of
nature, in which he concentrates on the movement of clocks
and water-driven automata, is evidence of a similar act
of attention and fits in with the period fascination with the
work of Hero of Alexandria (Pneumatica and Automata)
and Pappus.ll?
Perhaps the most singular feature of Gallaccini's work is his
use of the human body as principal tool to visualize movement. Here another facet of his scientific activity came into
play: his medical training at the Ospedale della Scala in
Siena.lll According to his biographers, medicine attracted
Gallaccini throughout his life and he was reputed to have
written a treatise on anatomy and to have contributed to
160 JSAH / 58:2, JUNE 1999

FIGURE
21:TeofiloGallaccini,
"IIMondoceleste,overotrattatodi cosmografia"

If we compare Gallaccini's scientific treatises after his return from Rome with the work of others, such as those of his
fellow mathematicians, or even Vittorio Zonca's virtuoso illustrations of real and fictive machines, it is clear that he put his
disegnoexperience to work (Figure 19). But Gallaccini did not
use the representation of the human body in motion only to
illustratethe movement of the earth, the rotation around its
axis, the geometry of the circle and of angles, the mechanics of
weight displacement, and the connection of parts in architecture; he used it to understandthese motions and these connections (Figures 20, 21). In his treatise on capitals, he wrote: "If
we look at the joining of the bones, will we not see a perfect
architecture?" Although this recalls Alberti's analogy between
architecture and the human skeleton, Gallaccini takes it in
another direction. The human body is like architecture because "every joint is placed in its right place, and is of such
shape that it facilitates a stable, particular, and varied movement for each member; moreover, every connection has its
own proportion, number, and form that allows it to perform
its natural movement."120 Mechanics, medicine, and disegnofocused on the human body, especially in motion-thus come
together (Figures 22, 23).
Consistent with this view is Gallaccini's concern in the
"Errori degli architetti" with "the breaks in the bearing sys-

FIGURE22: Teofilo Gallaccini,"IIMondo celeste, overo trattato di cosmografia"

sciences was an important feature of intellectual life in Rome
circa 1600; and the membership of Cesi's Lincei was only one
of many sites of overlap. As David Freedberg has shown, new
techniques of observation and the ensuing new systems of
classification called for particular techniques of representation at the Lincei.ll7 But they also required artistic virtuosity.
And this was true not only of the natural sciences but also of
mathematics. In Gallaccini's own words, disegnois necessary
"to the intelligenzaof mathematics because everyone's ingegno
is insufficient to see the lines, figures, and bodies and their
formation. And disegnoalone, and no other art, can form all
the figures [cose] of the mathematician without committing
any errors. And the mathematician uses it as a tool to make up
the figures [figure]he needs so as to explain and solve every
demonstration, since he needs a sensual example [un esempio
sensoso] and one easy to understand."118 This statement is
radically different from Leonardo's argument that painting is
"truly science and the legitimate daughter of nature" because
it "examines all qualities of forms: the sea, lands, animals,
plants, flowers," in other words, because it allows us to record
empirical observation.119 Gallaccini, by contrast, is talking
about the relationship between visual eloquence and
abstraction.

FIGURE23: Teofilo Gallaccini,"Perigonia,overo degli angoli"
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representative of iatromechanics, the science of mechanical
biology, for he took the implications in Galileo's analogy to its
ultimate conclusion in his De motu animaliumof 1685 when he
blended muscles with vectors, anatomy with mechanics (Figure 26).123For all three, Gallaccini, Galileo, and Borelli, imitatio still provides the means to eloquence. But, like his scientist
peers and unlike Alberti, Gallaccini does not use geometry to
explain the body; he uses the body to explain geometry and
mechanics. Though his procedure resembles its Renaissance
model, the resemblance is only superficial. Gallaccini uses the
same tools, but he wrenches the discussion into another
direction.
Whether Lodoli acknowledges it or not, imitatiois still part
of Gallaccini's conceptual world, and the immediacy of the
image is still an indispensable companion to abstraction. In a
world in which algebra had not yet provided an alternative
system of signs and language for explanation, imitatiocontinues to offer the only path to eloquence.124 Thus, Gallaccini
testifies to a complex knot of discourses and practices that
converge upon architecture in the seventeenth century. These
intertwined discourses moreover do not die out with him,

FIGURE24: Teofilo Gallaccini, "Della natura del cerchio e del operazione del
compasso

tem" (rompimentodellapietra),with the "unbroken connections
between ornament" (continuazionedegli ornamenti),and with
joints (all instances of congiugnimento),all of which he refers to
the human

body. Time and again he speaks of the "bone

structure" (ossamenti)of a building or architectural member.121
His "sensual example" (esempiosensoso)could thus not have
been better chosen, better or more convincingly drawn. The
body is not an analogy only; rather, its internal movement, its
joining systems, its mechanical characteristics have become
the vehicles for the explanation of scientific (engineering)
principles (Figures 24, 25).
Gallaccini's approach is thus far closer in spirit to Galileo
than to Alberti. Galileo, like Gallaccini, used human bones to
illustrate a point about the resistence of materials: a regular
person and a giant will require not only different-sized bones
but also different bone material in order to support their
respective weights.122 Not surprisingly, it was a follower of
Galileo's, Giovanni Borelli, who became the most prominent
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FIGURE25: Teofilo Gallaccini,"Della natura del cerchio e del operazione del
compasso

chart this passage. On the cusp between the world of mimesis
and the world of abstraction, he shows us-with his successes,
problems, contradictions, and all-how one translated into
the other.

Notes

FIGURE26: GiovanniBorelli,De motu animalium(I 685)

but continue to lie at the core of Italian architectural theory
well into the time of Lodoli. The alternative discourse Gallaccini reveals to us is a discourse that connected scientists
and architects, academics and courtiers, and that set the
stage for the theoretical revolution of the eighteenth century.
In some ways this is a messy moment, when Galileo's "new
science" and Giambattista della Porta's work on magic find
equal welcome at the Accademia dei Lincei; when wonder,
the marvelous, and hard scientific facts exist in harmony,
as Datson and Park have shown; and when Renaissance
imitation of the human body interacts with increasingly specialized work on mechanics and materials.125 But precisely for
this reason this moment is also so revealing because it displays
a turning point when the eloquence of the body and mathematical formulas interact and illuminate each other. Both
Pompei and Lodoli claimed Gallaccini, for he spoke to both.
Reading him, we see how the discourse on weight bearing,
familiar since Alberti and Palladio, could and did translate
into something approaching engineering-apparently
flowone
into
the
other
without
resistance
from
ing effortlessly
until Lodoli claims the status of watershed. The particular
road traced here from the self-conception of the architect as
figural artist, to that of the architect as engineer, passed
through the world of Galileo-and Gallaccini allows us to
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was Count Algarottiin his "Saggio sopra l'architettura"in Opereof 1756).
However,references to Lodoli's teachings appeared in Father Sceriman's
Viaggidi EnricoWotton;moreover, the second edition of the Essai, which
appearedafterLaugier'svisitto Venice,seems to containchangesthatpoint to
Lodoli'sinfluence, if not to an actualpiratingof his ideas. For a reviewof the
literature,see Kaufmann,"Lodoli."
5 For example, KaufmanndescribesLodoli as "extraordinarily
courageous
and prophetic"and compareshim with Mies van der Rohe. See Kaufmann,
"Lodoli,"171. Schlossermay be the origin of Lodoli'sevaluationin modern
scholarship:"II Lodoli ci interessa perche anticipa certi concetti moderni... quasi un precursoresolitario e dimenticato del Rumohr e di Gottfried
Semper lo fa apparirela manieracon cui insiste sulla funzione del materiale
nello stile .. ."Julius SchlosserMagnino,La letteratura
artistica(Florence,1977;
Ist ed., 1924;rev.ed., 1964), 666.
6 Memmo,Elementi,
13-14.
7Alessandro
civiledi MicheleSanmicheli
Pompei, Li cinqueordinidi architettura
non gia vedutii luce;orapublicati,ed esposticon quellidi Vitruvioe d'altricinque
(Verona,1735), 11.
8 "... rivoltatiin cent'angoli,ed in cento giriscontorto,onde gli si potrebbe
addattareci6 che di quella serpe disse Virgilio, si ripiega, s'attorce, e si
ragruppa."Ibid.
9 Ibid., 13-14.
10"Una delle funeste cagioni di questo depravamentofu il desiderio di
cercare, ed introdur novita, per altro lodevolissimoquando cib tentisi da
uomini d'eccelente ingegno, e di perfetto discernimentoe giudizio... come
appunto il Marinoper questainconsideratavanitad'introdurnuove forme di
pensare, e parlare nella Poesia, e ci6 senza quel giudizio, che si conviene
intraprendendo,quel gusto n'introdusse,che poi da' suoi seguaci,i quali (si
come accade) il buono lasciarono ed il cattivo acrebbero a dismisura,fu
sempreal peggio ridotto .. ." Ibid.,11. On the RomanAccademiadell'Arcadia,
its conservativereformprogram,its many "colonies,"among whichan important one in Veronafounded by Scipione Maffei, see Philip Sohm, Pittoresco
(Cambridge,1991), 200-204. Sohm notes that the analogies between the
excesses of Baroquearchitects(Borromini'sespecially)and those of Marino
and Marinistiwere based on a deliberatemisreadingof historyby Maffei,but
that his belief in a period style was so strong that he feltjustified in reordering
historical events.
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11"... freneticano
angoli, spezzaturee distorcimentidi linee, scompon-

gono basi,capitellie colonne, con frottole di stucchi,tritumie sproporzioni."
Giovan Pietro Bellori, Le vite de'pittori, scultorie architettimoderni (Turin, 1976;

1st. ed., 1672), 23-24. Bellori established a trend of criticism that was to
culminatewiththe formationof the Accademiadell'Arcadia.On the whole, he
had little to say on architecture,and its inclusion in his Viteis more a gesture
towarda traditionestablishedbyVasari.Mostof his observationsare located in
the introduction.For good examples he points to the Greeks,Vitruvius,and
sixteenth-centuryarchitects.Nevertheless,even if cursorilytreated,the fact of
architecturebeing includedin his worksignifiesthathe sawthe same criticisms
and recommendationsto applyto all the arts-and it is in thisspiritthathe was
read.
12

Pompei, Li cinqueordini, 12.

13 For an

analysisof this aesthetic and its sources, language, and conse-

quences, see Alina Payne, The ArchitecturalTreatise in the Italian Renaissance.
ArchitecturalInvention, Ornament and Literary Culture (New York and London,
1999).
14 ". .. le fabbricherestantidegli antichi Romani hanno di massimidifetti,
benche riconosciutida'piuautorevoliprofessoridel buon tempo .. ." Memmo,

Elementi,14.
15 Ibid.
16
Ibid., 184.
17
Ibid., 196.
18"... la architettura... dovrebbeessere una scienza, e non un arte sem-

plice e materiale. Tutte le scienze includono cognizioni certissime di cose
fondate sopraprincipiievidenti,e sulladimostratione."Ibid., 199.
19Ibid.,201. The same criticism
goes for Michelangelo,Bernini,and Borromini, who "reducedarchitectureto a plasticart."Ibid., 14.
20Tommaso Temanza, Vita di AndreaPalladio Vicentino(Venice, 1762).
21 Tommaso
Temanza, Vita diJacopo Sansovino (Venice, 1752); idem, Vita di
VincenzoScamozzi Vicentino (Venice, 1770); idem, Vite dei piu celebriarchitettie
scultoriveneziani chefiorirononel decimosesto(Venice, 1778). Francesco Milizia, Le
vite dei piu celebri architetti (Rome, 1768); idem, Principii d'architetturacivile
(Finale, 1781); idem, Memoriedegli architettiantichi e moderni (Bassano, 1781).
This work was originally published anonymously as Le vite de'piu celebriarchitetti
d'ogni nazione e d'ogni tempoprecedutedi un saggio sopral'architettura(Rome, 1768).

The Renaissancearchitecturaltreatisescontinued to be publishedwell into the
eighteenth century,although Vignola'sRegoladeglicinqueordiniwas the most
often reprinted (1732, 1736, 1739, 1748, 1763, 1783, 1787). Vignola (1774),
Palladio (1774), Scamozzi (1764), and Chambray(1774) were published as
part of the six-part Bibliothequeportative d'architectureelementaired l'usage des

artistes(Paris,1764). The same trendis evidentin criticismof Baroquepainting
and poetryand in the contemporaryeffortto publishand comment important
Renaissancetexts.See, for example,GiovanniGaetanoBottari'spublicationof
his collection of letterson art, his commentaryto RaffaeleBorghini'sII riposo,
GiovanniPietro Zanotti'shistory of the Accademia Clementina, Gerolamo
Baruffaldi'shistoryof Ferraresepainting,and Antonio MariaZanetti'shistory
of the Venetian school. On the history of eighteenth-centurycriticism of
201-202.
Baroquepainting,see Sohm, Pittoresco,
22 For these milieus and their
impact on architectureand criticism,see
especially Manlio Brusatin, Venezianel Settecento:stato,architettura,territorio(Turin,
1980), and Frances Vivian, II ConsoleSmithmercantee collezionista(Vicenza, 1971).

23In this context of a radicalassessmentof a
tradition,Lodoli is among the
firstItaliancriticsto look favorablyupon the Gothic.
24Temanzais more often the targetof his attacks,but Milizia(who like him
occasionallyfinds faultwith the greatRenaissancearchitectslike Palladio)also
receiveshis share.Forcriticismof Temanza'sendorsementof imitatio,Memmo,
Elementi,33, 203; on Lodoli's fundamentaldisagreementwith Miliziaon the
imitationof the primitivehut as the basisfor architectureand on his emphatic
statementthat architectureimitatesnature ("un arte d'imitazione"),see ibid.,
257-259. Francesco Milizia, Memoriedegli architettiantichi e moderni (Bologna,

1978;Ist ed., Bassano,1785), xxvi.
25 Poleni's most
significant works are his Memorieistorichedella gran cupola del
TempioVaticano(Padua, 1748) and his Exercitationesvitruvianae, primae, secundae,

tertiae(Padua, 1739-1741). For a discussion of Poleni in the context of
nelsettecento,
181-201.
Enlightenmentthought,see Brusatin,Venezia
26Carliwrote a letter to Pompei on 15 November 1739. The letter is

civileed arti
reprinted in Angelo Comolli, Bibliografiastoricocriticadell'Architettura
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subaltere,vol. 4 (Rome, 1792), 252-258. In his letter CarlidescribesGallaccini
as professorof mathematicsat Siena and authorof forty-fourtreatises,among
them a "Tesorod'architettura"and a "Zibaldonedell'architettura."However,
to Pompei he only describesthe treatiseon capitals (which he locates in the
libraryof GiuseppeMariaMorozzi)and the treatiseon errors(whichhe locates
in the libraryof CanonicoAntonioAmerighi).
27The evidenceof Carli'sletterrefutesthe scenarioproposedbyTemanzain
his letter written to Milizia in 1769 where he describes how Pasqualihad
discovered Gallaccini'smanuscriptin a box of books coming from Siena.
Temanzamay have been wrong, or Pasqualimay have wished to promote this
story to benefit his publication.It is uncertain how long the manuscripthad
been in Smith'spossession.The 1761 notice of its presence in his librarywas
occasioned by the draftingof this will. On Smith'swill, see Vivian,I Console
Smith,127-128. On Lodoli's circles, see Joseph Rykwert,TheFirstModerns
(Cambridge,1983), 288-296, and FrancisHaskell,Patronsand Painters(New
Havenand London, 1980), 300-301, 320-322, and 337.
28Teofilo Gallaccini, Trattatosopragli erroridegliarchitetti(Venice, 1767).
Visentinichanged the title slightlyfrom the manuscript("Degli errori degli
architetti per Teofilo Gallaccini insieme con alcuni insegnamenti
d'Architettura").The manuscriptis in the British Library,King's 281. The
second, enlarged edition with Visentini's contribution contains two parts
bound into a single volume. Teofilo Gallaccini, Trattatosopragli erroridegli
architetti.Osservazioni
cheservonodi continuazione
al Trattatodi T. Gallaccinidi
AntonioVisentini(Venice,1771).
29GiovanniAntonio Pecci, "Vitaletteraria,compendiosamentedescrittadel
celebre Teofilo Gallaccini lettore di filosofia e mathematica nella Senese
Universita,"Biblioteca Communale, Siena, Ms. A.III 10.nIV,37r-40v. The
di
manuscripthas the followingannotation:"Stampatonelle NovelleLetterarie
Firenzedel16 Febraio1759."Subsequentlyit appearsas the Introductionto the
1767publicationof the Errori.
30
Sanesidelpadrem. Guglielmo
dellaVallesoprale
GuglielmodellaValle,Lettere
bellearti,vols. 1 and 2 (Rome, 1785); vol. 3 (Rome, 1786). Della Vallegives a
shortnotice of Gallacciniin volume 2 as well.
31Angelo Comolli,Bibliografia
vol. 4, 252-258. Thiswasvolume
storico-critica,
4 to his Bibliografia
dell'architettura
civileof 1788-1791. On the relationship
betweenComolliand Memmo,see Kaufmann,"Lodoli,"161.
32Suchdiversityof opinionswithinone criticaltrendwasnot an isolatedfact.
In the Accademiadell'ArcadiaitselfVincenzoGravinaadvocatedpurismwhile
LodovicoMuratoriheld a tolerantview (though both were in agreementthat
Marinistdecadence had to be eradicated).See Sohm, Pittoresco,
201.
33 On the centralrole of the
Accademiadei Filomatiin the culturallife of
Siena and its relationshipto the (then dormant)Accademiadei Intronati,see
LolitaPetracchiCostantini,L'Accademia
degliIntronatidi Sienae una sua Commedia (Siena, 1928), 102-106.
34Gallaccininotes at the inception of his work that it had been presented
and read to Urban VIII in 1625 by Giulio Mancini. The connoisseur and
physician Mancini had written a seminal work on artistic criticism,but it
remainedunpublished.Fora discussionof Mancini'streatise,see the introduction in GiulioMancini,Considerazioni
intornoallapittura,ed. A. Marucchiand L.
Salerno (Rome, 1957).
35PatriciaCollins notes that in a
registerof artworkspresent in his native
Siena, Fabio Chigi lists an altarby Gallaccini.This is the only notice of such a
work by him-Gallaccini never mentions it himself, nor does anyone else
subsequently.See P. Bacci, "L'elencodelle pitture, sculturee architetturedi
Siena compilato nel 1625-26 da Mons. Fabio Chigi poi AlessandroVII,"
Bullettino
Senesedi storiaPatria46, 1 (1939), 197-213 and 297-337; and Patricia
Collins,"Amanuscriptof an ArchitecturalWork:'Il tempio' by Teofilo GallacandItaly.Renaissance
Studiesin HonourofNicolaiRubinstein,
cini," in Florence
ed.
C. Elamand P.Denley (London, 1988), 493-502.
36 Other than an
entry in the Dizionariobiografico
degliitalianiby Daniella
Lamberiniand passingmentions in largersurveysof the eighteenth century,
there are only four articlesfocused on Gallaccini.Eugenio Battisti,"Osservazioni su due manoscritti intorno all'architettura.I 'Sopra gli errori degli
architetti'di Teofilo Gallaccinial British Museum di Londra," Bolletinodel
Centro
diStudiperlaStoriadell'Architettura
14 (1959), 28-38; GiuseppedellaFina,
"Un taccuino di viaggio di Teofilo Gallaccini(1610)," Prospettiva
24 (1981),
41-51; Collins,"IItempio";finally,his manuscript"Soprai porti di mare"was
publishedas partof a largerstudyof port architecturefrom the Renaissanceto

the eighteenth century: Sopra i porti di mare. II trattato di teofilogallaccini e la
concezionearchitettonicadei porti dal rinascimentoalla restaurazione,ed. G. Simoncini (Florence, 1993).

37On the
patternof negativecriticismof the Baroquethat affectedmodern
historywriting,see especiallyWernerOechslin, " 'Barock':Zu den negativen
Kriteriender Begriffstimmungin klassizistischer
und spaterenZeit,"in WolffenbiittlerArbeitenzurBarockforschungvol. 20 (Wisebaden, 1991), 1225-1254.
38 Teofilo Gallaccini,"Librettocontenente un cenno d'un suo itinerario
varieiscrizionicopiate ...," BibliotecaCommunale,Siena,Ms.K.viii.4.
39Teofilo Gallaccini,"Trattatode
capitellidelle colonne," BibliotecaCommunale, Siena, Ms. S.iv.3.For a notice of his treatise on column bases, see
GiovanniTargioni-Tozzetti,
Notiziedegliaggrandimenti
dellescienzefisiche
accaduti
nellaToscana(Florence,1780),vol. 3, 317-321.
40
Targioni-Tozzetti,Notizie.Several sheets of this manuscript have been
identifiedin a privatecollection, but the text does not survive.For an account
of this material,see Collins,"I1tempio."
41Teofilo Gallaccini, "Teoriche e pratiche di prospettivascenografica"
(1641), BibliotecaCommunale,Siena,Ms.L.iv.4.
42Teofilo Gallaccini,"Discorsiaccademici,"BibliotecaCommunale,Siena,
Ms.L.iv.1.
43Pecci dates the manuscriptto 1621, De Vegni correctlyto 1625. Indeed,
Gallaccinistateson the firstpage of the treatise:"Degli errori degli architetti
per Teofilo Gallacciniinsieme con alcuni insegnamenti d'Architetturaper
giovamentodegli studiosidi tal professione,e di tuttiquelli che hanno bisogno
di fabbricarefinito nell'annodel Giubileo1625 e presentatoa Monsg.orGiulio
ManciniMedicoe CameriereSegretodi HS PapaUrbanoVIIIe vedutadi sua
Sanctita."Gallaccini,"Errori,"n.p. Leonardo De Vegni's letter (23 March
258.
1792) with this correctionis publishedin Angelo Comolli,Bibliographia,
44For example, "... non gia con animo di formar la censura contro a
ciascuno,ma con volonta d'insegnarecol mezzo di tal cognitione la buona, e
regolataarchitettura.I1che espressamentedimostreremo,tacendoi nomi degli
architetti particolari... fuggendo di biasimareciascuno." "Errori,"4v. For
specificcriticismof SaintPeter's,see ibid., 52v (wherehe criticizesthe absence
of perspectivaladjustmentin the design of the springingof the vaultsin the
aisles), and ibid., 63r ("secondo ordine della faccia & fianchi, & nelli ornamenti fra le colonne"); he also argues against the parapet statues at Saint
Peter's and the Campidoglio palaces. He acknowledgesthat they give the
facade more height, but is neverthelesscriticalbecause they cannot be maintained and because they are too far from view.Ibid., 67v.On the PortaPia he
does not name Michelangelobut he criticizesit as part of the chapter "Degli
errori della mutation dell'ordine delle parti,dell'uso e della mala corrispondenza." Ibid., 78v.Finally,among the Sienese, he criticizesBartolomeoNeroni's (I1Riccio) brokenpedimentin the chapel of the QuattroSantiCoronatiin
the Duomo. Ibid.
45The pattern was set by Vitruvius,who was
unsparingin his criticismof
contemporarypractice.However,these passagestended to be located in the
prefacesto his individualbooks,not in the bodyof the text itselfas admonitions
with specificrecommendationsattachedto them. See, for example,Vitruvius,
Dearchitectura,
II, praef.,and VII,praef.
46Gallaccini is very explicit about the reasons that moved him to this
choice of criticism vehicle: "Siccome nella medicina, scienza veramente
salutevole,pregiatissima,e per l'origine sua divina, e piuiantica d'ogn'altra,
natural magia maravigliosa,imitatrice della Natura, e sua ministra... una
delle cose da essa proposte (benche ci dispiaccia il nominarla, non che
de'veleni... perci6 che dallacognizione
rivolgerviil pensiero) si e la cognizione
di essi possiamoimpararea fuggirliper sicuroconservamentodelle vite nostre;
cosi nell'Architettura..." Gallaccini, "Errori,"4r (emphasis added). On
Gallaccini'sdiagnostic method similar to Mancini's,see Briganti, "Osservazioni." For a discussionof the rise of the theatrum
type of publicationin the
sciences and especiallyin medicine and its roots in a cultureof collecting and
Nature(LosAngeles, 1996). Fora parallel
curiosity,see PaulaFindlen,Possessing
example of the midwifely role of medical literature in the development
of an architectural genre of publications, see Maurice Howard, "The
Ideal House and Healthy Life: the Origins of ArchitecturalTheory in Eni la Renaissance,
gland,"in Lestraitisd'architecture
ed.J. Guillaume(Paris,1988),
425-434.

47In addition to the published treatises, Gallaccini may well have known

PirroLigorio'swork.Celso Cittadini,a close Sienese friend of Gallaccini's,had

writtena commentaryon Ligorio,and it is verylikelythathis causticcriticismof
faultyarchitecture,in particularMichelangelo's,wasknownto the twofriends.
See Celso Cittadini,"Annotationisopra il libro delle antichita,& paradossidi
PirroLigorio,di Celso Cittadini."On thisworkand its subsequentpresence in
Borromini'slibrary,see Joseph Connors,"VirtuosoArchitecturein Cassiano's
Rome," CassianoDal Pozzo'sPaperMuseum(London, 1992), vol. 2 (Quaderni
Puteani),28. On Ligorio'scritique,see David Coffin, "PirroLigorio and the
Nobilityof the Arts,"JWC127(1964), 191-211.
48Palladio's
presentation of abuses is the most concise. He lists: broken
pediments, interrupted columns ("colonne spezzate"), strongly projecting
cornices,volutes ("cartelle")that are located in lieu of supportingmembers,
etc. For the stringof abusithat startbeing formulatedby Albertiand receivea
crisp and coherent formulationin the treatisesof Palladioand Scamozzi,see
Treatise.Gallaccini advocates the "debita misura a
Payne, TheArchitectural
ciascuno membro" and he continues: "Frale membra esterne, e le interne
delle fabbriche,cioe al'horasi erra nelle proporzioni,quando le partiinterne
non corrispondonoalle esterne, nella misura,nel numero, nella positione, e
nella forma." Gallaccini,"Errori,"56r. He is equallyadamantabout projections: "E quando tal volta si fa risaltarl'architravedelle porte quanto e la
larghezzadel vanno, ponendo ne sopra'lfregio, la cornice, il frontespicio,o
qualche cartella,ad ornamento di finestra,o di qualche quadro;di maniera
che tutto il peso mostraessere collocatosopra'lvuoto."Ibid.,59r.The "debito
luoco" is as importantas the "debitamisura":when not respected "imperci6
che oltre che fanno l'opere in tuttoimperfette,& mostruose,levanoa ciascuna
il fine proportionatoe naturale."Ibid.Brokenpedimentsare as reprehensible
as injudiciousprojections:"La questa maniera di frontespijcosi difettuosa,
come si e dimostrato,non fu mai usata da gli antichi che non se ne trova
essempio alcuno." Ibid., 62-63v. His most powerfulsalvois againstthose who
"diletarsidi trovarenuove inventioni, hora scemando, hora mutando, hora
rompendo le membra principali:e finalmente convertendo ogni abuso in
regola, e tralassando ogni dritta norma d'operare con buona ragion
d'Architettura.II che aviene dal non intendere che nelle fabbrichedi qualunque manieragli ornamentison determinatidi forma ne si puo inventare,se
non si prende troppa licenza, e se altri non si vuole accostareal costume
barbaro,a grottescamenti,a ghibirizzi,ed alle fantasie degli orefici, e degli
argentieri, de maestri di legname, degli intagliatori,degli stuccatori,e de
pittori."Ibid., 63r. Thus he is vehement against the use of herms and their
derivativessince he finds their diminution towardthe base inconsistentwith
the support of weight. Ibid., 65r. Finally,in chapter 9 he argues that any
projectionof ornament (risalto)of a column must have a reason,and must be
necessitatedby load-bearingconditions.Ibid.,74r.
49Gallaccini,"Errori,"lv.For Palladio'sviewson the necessario,
see Payne,
TheArchitectural
Treatise,
chap. 8.
50For
example, see his chapter "Degli errori che procedono dalle nuove
cariche, le quali si pongono sopra i muri vechij,"where he discussesloads
placed on brickwalls.Gallaccini,"Errori,"95v.
51"La saldezza delle fabriche consiste negli angoli, che sono
quelli che
chiudono, stringonoin se stessatuttal'opera;onde la perpetuitadegli edifizje
collocata negli angoli." Ibid., 64v. Moreover,many of Gallaccini'schapters
focus on potentialconstructionerrors:"delle erroriche' accadono nella mala
sceltadelle materie,""deglierroriche occorrono nel fabricare,""deglierrori
che si fanno ne fondamenti," "degli errori che awengono ne' coprimenti,"
"degli errori che accadono ne tagliamentidelle muraglie,""degli errori che
accadono ne restauramenti,""degli errori de cavamentisotteraneivicini a
fondamentidelle muraglie,"and so on. Ibid. "Conquestoabusos'accompagna
il rompimentodel fregio,e della cornice, per posarenel solo architravealcuna
cosa, come cartella, o scudo, o statua, o vaso, o altro, secondo l'umore
dell'Architetto.II che non si fa, senza notabile errore, perche si rompela
continuazione
si disunisceil compartimento,
e si scioglieil legamefra
degliornamenti,
loro."Ibid.,45 and 63 r. (emphasisadded).
52Ibid., 71v.

53Ibid.
54Collins,
"I1tempio,"501 n. 15. ForGilio'streatise,see PaolaBarocchi,ed.,
Trattatid'artedelCinquecento
(Bari,1961).
55This position is taken by Battisti, Grassi, and Ackerman. Ackerman
designates Gallaccinian early "classicist"who links Palladio with Mancini,
Baroque classicism,and eighteenth-centuryneoclassicism.James Ackerman,
"Palladio:in che senso classico,"Annali di architettura
6 (1994), 14. Grassi
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describes Gallaccini'swork as "significativoprecorrimento della poetica
anti-baroccae razionalistapredominante nell'eta neo-classica."Luigi Grassi,
Teorici
e storiadellacriticad'arte(Rome, 1997;reprintof 1979ed.), 14;Battisti,see
n. 36.
56On Manciniand his circle,
seeJacob Hess, "NoteManciniane,"Miinchner
Kunst19 (1968), 103-120. Hess argues that among the
Jahrbuchderbildenden
very few sources we know for Mancini'sviews on the arts Mascherinoand
Onorio Longhi are the most significant.
57Manfredo Tafuri, "L'idea di architetturanella letteraturateorica del
Manierismo,"BCIS9(1967), 367-384.
58Fora generalsurveyof the scientificclimateat the turn of the century,see
RichardWestfall,TheConstruction
ofModernScience(NewYork,1994;reprintof
1977 ed.); on these issues in Renaissancemathematics,see Peter Lawrence
Rose, TheRenaissance
(Geneva,1975).
ofMathematics
59Teofilo Gallaccini,"DellaNuovaScienzadi Niccolo
TartagliaMatematico
Bresciano.Opera ridotta & esposta da Teofilo GallacciniMatematicoSenese
nel 1632,"BibliotecaCommunale,Siena, Ms.L.iv.2.;idem, "Delle ragionidei
tiri. Dell'artiglieria,"BibliotecaCommunale,Siena, Ms. L.iv.2;idem, "L'idea
della fortificazionead uso dell'architetturamilitare e dell'arte della guerra,
libroprimo,"BibliotecaCommunale,Siena,Ms.S.iv.2.
60Teofilo Gallaccini,"Perigonia,overo degli angoli" (bound with "Della
naturadel cerchio"), BibliotecaCommunale,Siena, Ms. L.iv.5;idem, "Della
naturadel cerchio e del operazione del compasso,"BibliotecaCommunale,
Siena, Ms. L.iv.5;idem, "Esposizionedel Sesto Libro di Euclide,"Biblioteca
Communale,Siena, Ms.L.vi.34.Accordingto his biographers,he also wrote a
treatiseon the ellipse,but this text seems to be missing.
61Teofilo Gallaccini,"Della natura e forza
del'acqua corrente, cadente,
agitata,spintae ritenuta;e di fiumi del territoriosenese e delle fonti della citta,
e del mandarecolonie," BibliotecaCommunale,Siena,Ms.L.vi.32;idem, "Dei
Porti di mare," Biblioteca Communale, Siena, Ms. L.iv.3.This treatise has
recently been published. See Simoncini, ed., Sopra i porti di mare.According to

Gallaccini'sintroduction,this work (conceivedin the yearsprior to his return
to Siena) wasmeant to obtain for him patronagefrom the duke of Naples;his
plansapparentlydid not come to fruition.
62Teofilo Gallaccini, "Trattatodi gnomonica," Biblioteca Communale,
Siena, Ms. L.vi.35;idem, "Dellanaturae della forzadell'Acquacorrente e dei
fiumi dello Stato di Siena, e delle Fonti di Siena," Biblioteca Communale,
Siena, Ms. L.vi.32;idem, "II Mondo celeste, overo trattatodi cosmografia,"
BibliotecaCommunale,Siena,Ms.L.vi.31;idem, "Delllume, e della luce" and
"Dello scintillardelle stelle" in "Varije diversidiscorsiAccademici,ed altre
diversecompositionifattein molte occasionidi pii tempi da TeofiloGallaccini
Medico,e Filosofo,e publico lettor di mattematicanello Studiodi Siena, e fra
gl'AccademiciFilomatichiamatoil Difettuoso,"BibliotecaCommunale,Siena,
Ms.L.iv.1.
63Memmo,
Elementi,2.
64The only architectLodoli names in this exalted
group is Blondel. Ibid.,

315.
65Ibid. The
importanceof Galileo for the development of engineering is
confirmed by Parsons,who argues that before Galileo construction stresses
were not understood to be subject to mathematicaland physicallaws. See
William B. Parsons,Engineersand Engineeringin the Renaissance(Baltimore,
1939), 482.
66On the shiftsat the Universityof Sienaas resultof the reformsof 1589and
1621,whichplaced the appointmentsentirelyin the handsof the principe(who
favoredthe Universityof Pisa and GermanandJesuit scholars),see Ludovico
Zdekauer,Documenti
perservireallastoriadellostudiodi Siena(Siena,1896).
67Targioni-Tozzetti
quotes two passagesfrom Gallaccini's"Mondo celeste,
owero dell'Unita del Cielo" in which he describesthe experiment (it took
place in the month of Augustand washeld in the LoggiaPiccolominiin Siena)
and his meeting with Galileo. Targioni-Tozzetti,Notizie,318-319. For a real
contrastto Gallacciniin terms of worksand issuescited, see MarioGuiducci's
Discorsodellecomete(1619). Guiducci, consoloof the AccademiaFiorentina,to
whose members he firstpresented his work,quotes Galileo and Tycho Brahe
and overtlyarguesagainstAristotle.
68See his list of sourcesin "IIMondo celeste, overo trattatodi
cosmografia"
(not paginated). Although Gallacciniwrote a commentaryon one of Tartaglia'sprincipaltreatises,he does not mention his workonJordanus,which did
much to resurrecthis ideasin the Renaissance.For the importanceofJordanus
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in the development of a new science of mechanics that unified staticsand
dynamics(and wasachievedby Galileo),see Rose, TheRenaissance
ofMathematics,82. For the importanceof Benedetti in mathematizingphysicsand linking
viewson mechanicsto criticismof his cosmology,ibid.,154-156.
anti-Aristotelian
See also Cultura,scienzee tecnichenella Veneziadel cinquecento.
Atti del convegno
di studioGiovanBattistaBenedettie il suo tempo,ed. A. Manno
internazionale
(Venice,1987).
69 See Simoncini,Iportidi mare,5.
70The three comets that appeared in 1618 attractedthe attention of all
Europeanscientists.In Florence MarioGuiducciwrote his Discorsodellecomete
(Florence,1619) immediatelyupon the event.Gallaccinidealswiththe issuein
his "Mondoceleste."
71 For example, see GirolamoBorro, De motugraviumet levium(Florence,
1575); see also FilippoFantoni,Galileo'spredecessorat Pisa,who lecturedon
de motu;Francesco Piccolomini (Gallaccini'sfriend, and professor at the
Collegio Romano), who included a section on de motuin his Librorumad
scientiamnaturaattinentium(1597). Benedetto Castelli (tutor to Matteo Barberini and professorat La Sapienza,also a supporterof Galileo) wrote Della
misuradell'acquecorrenti(1628), recognized as the foundation of modern
hydraulics,where he attends to "moventie machine spiritali";see also Luca
Valerio'swork (Decentrogravitatis),
which earned him the title of "Archimede
della sua eta";he taught at the Universityof Rome from 1591-1618. For the
curriculumat the Collegio Romano, see R. G. Villoslada,Storiadel Collegio
Romanoda suo inizio(1551) alla sua soppressione
dellaCompagnia
di Gesi (1773)
(Rome, 1954);for the curriculumat Pisa,see Schmitt,"The Facultyof Artsat
Pisa";for the Universityof Rome,see FilippoMariaRenazzi,Storiadell'Universitc
degliStudjdiRoma,4 vols. (Rome, 1805).
72It would seem that Lodoli had produceda seriesof tableson whatwe call
today the resistanceof materials.These were based on experimentshe had
performed on effects of weightson differentmaterials(wood, stone, marble,
brick, etc.). Memmo, Elementi,315. In the synopsisof the work Lodoli had
intended to write (published by Kaufmann),it is clear that he placed great
emphasison these issuesas well as on the joining of structuralmembers.See
Kaufmann,"Lodoli,"164.
73I am greatful to ChristyAnderson for alerting me to this passage in
Galileo'sDialogues.
Poleni, La cupola,32-34, 310-311.
74Barbaro,Bartoli, and Danti are known to have dabbled in building,
whether as patrons (Barbaro)or as architects.BernardinoBaldi, De verborum
Vitruvianorum
signficatione(Augsburg,1612); idem, ScamiliimparesVitruviani
(Augsburg,1612). ForBaldi'smathematicalactivities,see Rose, TheRenaissance
243-279. CosimoBartoli,LeonBattistaAlberti."Dereaedificatoria"
ofMathematics,
(Venice,1565;1st ed., 1550); idem, Delmododi misurare
le distantie,lesuperfci,i
corpi,lepinate... (Venice,1564).ForBartoli'sarchitecturalactivities,see Charles
Davis, "Cosimo Bartoli and the Portal of St. Appolonia by Michelangelo,"
desKunsthistorischen
InstitutsFlorenz19 (1975), 263-276. On BartoMitteilungen
li's engineering interests,see Daniela Lamberini,"Lafortuna delle machine
senesi nel Cinquecento,"in Primadi Leonardo.
Culturadellemachinea Sienanel
Rinascimento
(Milan,1991), 135-146; and Alina Payne, "Architectsand Academies:ArchitecturalTheoriesof Imitatioand the LiteraryDebateson Language
and Style,"in Architecture
andLanguage,ed. G. Clarkeand P.Crossley(NewYork
and London). For IgnazioDanti,see GiuseppeBaccini,"Un opera ineditadel
P. Ignatio Danti da Perugia,Vescovodi Alatri,"ArchivioStorico
perle Marchee
4 (1888), 82-112; ThomasB. Settle,"EgnazioDantiand Mathematical
l'Umbria
Educationin Late Sixteenth-centuryFlorence,"in NewPerspectives
on RenaissanceThought,
ed.J. Henry and S. Hutton (London, 1990), 24-37.
75On thisissue,see Payne,TheArchitectural
Treatise,
chap.l.
76Gallaccini'shumanist interest included history,epigraphy,antiquarianism, and linguistics. For Gallaccini's literary work, see: "Informazione
dell'antichitadi Sienaper TeofiloGallaccini"(f. 83r-103v) and "Memorialedi
cose antiche di Siena," BibliotecaCommunale,Siena, Ms. A.viii.56;see also
Biblioteca Moreniana,Ms. #53, "Discorsosull'antichitadella Citta di Siena
compostadal celebre Teofilo Gallaccinie ritrovatotrale lui numartoseopere
manoscritte,"and Ms. #14, "Memoriedi cose di Siena. Discorso di Teofilo
Gallacciniraccogliatoredelle presente memorie," in "Varije diversidiscorsi
Accademici,"discorsionPetrarch'sTrionfiandon Plato;on imprese;
on epigrams
of Martial;"Sopra'ldiscorsodi BernardoSegni in Demetrio Faleronell libro
della locutione"; "De amoris natura."Pecci lists another work that has not
surfacedasyet: "Isinonimidella linguaToscana"(1629).

77For a splendidaccount of this phenomenon, which extended beyond the
literaryand visualartsand included the sciences, see Rose, TheItalianRenaissanceofMathematics.
78Amedeo Quondam, "Lascienzae l'accademia,"in Universitd,
accademie
e
societascientifiche
in Italiae in Germania
dal cinquecento
al settecento,
ed. L. Boehm
and E. Riondati(Bologna,1981), 21-68.
79See, for example, the oeuvre of Francescodi Giorgio,Taccola,et al., all
followingin the footstepsof Vitruviuswho includedengineeringsciencesin his
treatiseon architecture.The issuehas drawna substantialscholarlyactivity.On
the continuousrelevanceof these issues(particularlyof geometry)throughthe
MiddleAges into the Renaissance,see especiallyJamesAckerman," 'Arssine
scientianihil est.' Gothic Theory of Architectureat the Cathedralof Milan,"
Art Bulletin30 (1949), 84-111. A comprehensivediscussionof the phenomenon of the artsturningto the sciencesis offeredby MartinKemp, TheScience
of
Art(NewHavenand London, 1990).
80In his Le scienzemathematiche
ridottein tavole(Bologna, 1577), which
amountsto a map of universalknowledge,IgnazioDantiincludes architecture
among the "scienzesubalterne& mechanicae"alongside"numerare,cantare,
machine, strumenti, misurare"but also alongside painting and sculpture.
SeveraldecadeslaterScamozziis farmore specificin singlingout architecture:
for him painting and sculpture belong to the literary and historical arts,
whereasarchitecturebelongs to rhetoricand especiallyto science. "Masi [the
& al Filosofonaturale
architect]potrebbe piuitosto paragonareal Mathematico,
quanto alla speculatione,& alle forme, e quanto poi all'universaledell'altre
essendo, che l'uno, e l'altroconvengono haverecognitione di
parti all'Oratore
tutte le forme, e naturedelle cose .. ." (emphasisadded). VincenzoScamozzi,
L'ideadell'architettura
universale(Venice,1615), I, 43. On Scamozzi'sefforts to
Treatise,
identifyarchitecturewithscience, see especiallyPayne,TheArchitectural
219-224.
81Fioravanti,a doctor and
of
surgeon, includes architecturein his specchio
universalknowledgealongside "artedel speciale,aromatario,navigare,caccia,
pescare, alchimia, cosmografia,anatomia,"etc. His emphasis is on "isperienza," on practice,on "vederein fatto" ratherthan "in disegno," and he is
particularlyeloquent when he comes to discuss the value of the semplicisti
vis-a-vis
doctorsand of actualtravelingfor a cosmographer,and when he assigns
morevalueto anatomyfor artiststhan for doctors,who haveto heal ratherthan
knowhow partslook. One can conclude that his interestin architecturestems
from this empirical-scientificbias toward the practical.Possevino seems to
he locates
perceivea similardisjunctionamong the arts.In his Ratiostudiorum
architecturewithmathematics,geography,cosmography,and instrumentmaking (Book XV) and places poetry with painting (Book XVII). See Antonio
IesuBibliotheca
PoseviniSocietatis
selectadua agiturDe RationeStudiorum(Rome,
1593). Scamozzimaywell have been influenced by him for his own taxonomy
of disciplines.See above,n. 80.
82On the Neapolitan architectNiccolo Antonio Stelliolaand his
appointment to the Lincei,see G. Gabrielli,AttidellAccademia
deiLincei.Carteggio
Linceo,
2 vols. (Rome, 1938-1939), 131, 198, 263-264. In his letter to Federico Cesi,
the founder of the academy,Stelliolaacknowledgedthe place conferredupon
architecturein this exalted Linceian Pantheon: "... una tra l'altre speranze
bone ch'io habbia, e che, dandosi nella nobile Accademia Lyncea luoco
sianocol favordi essaAccademiaper aprirsi
assegnatoallascienzadiArchitettura,
le porte allaveritadi questaarte .. ." GabriellidescribesStelliolaas "discepolo
di Giordano Bruno, amico ed ammiratoredel Campanella... un architetto
poliedro, che avevadella sua arte e della sua scienzail concetto antico, vorrei
dire etimologico relativo cioe alla costruzione, o 'tettonica' generale del
mondo, della naturae dell'universo..." As member of the Lincei he corresponded withGalileoin particularon telescopesand lenses, a subjecton which
he too had published. See Niccolo Antonio Stelliola,II telescopio
overispecillo
celeste(Naples, 1627). The workwas published posthumouslyby his son with
financialsupportfrom CardinalBarberini.
83Niccol6 Stelliola,Encyclopedia
Pythagorea
(Naples,1616).
84For example, the Sienese physicianBenedetto Punta (a
figure whom
Gallaccinimay well have known, given their shared interests) corresponded
with the NeapolitanscientistGiambattistadella Porta,one of the founders of
the Lincei and the principal agent behind the election of Stelliola to the
academy.Della Portawas also tryingto get Puntaelected to the academy.On
this exchange of letters,see Gabrielli,Carteggio
Linceo(letters239, 263).
85Lorenzo
Sirigatti, La prattica della prospettiva(Venice, 1596). Sirigatti has

spectacularand verylargeplatesof perspectiveconstructions,but the stepsthat
lead up to the complex imageshe illustratesare few and heavilydependent on
Serlio'sbook on perspective.Nor are they a step-by-stepdidacticbuildupfrom
simpleto complex throughall the in-betweenstages,as are Gallaccini's.
86
Veryfew Siennese syllabifrom the seicento survive.Zdekauerknowsonly
of twenty-eight,the oldest of which dates from 1654, that is, after Gallaccini's
time. LudovicoZdekauer,Documenti,11. On the practiceof writingout notes
for lecturesand their formatwhen intended as such, see CharlesB. Schmitt,
"The Facultyof Arts at Pisa at the Time of Galileo,"in Studiesin Renaissance
andScience(London, 1981), 243-272.
Philosophy
87See Gallaccini,
"Varijdiscorsi,"from 1593 till 1603. The collection includes: "Dell lume, e della luce"; "Dello scintillardelle stelle";"Se le citta si
devino fabbricarecon le muragle overo senza";"Delle meteore prodotte da
vapori";"Alcuneoppositionicontro la definitionedella sferadatada Teodosio
nel libro delle sfere"; "Qual sia pii sicura fortezza"; "Della nobilita
dell'Architettura";"Dell'artein comparation a la Natura, e dell'imitatione
dell'arteveso la quella";"In quantimodi sia intesal'Arte";"Del Disegno."
88For
analysesof thisphenomenon in Florence,see especiallySettle,"Egnazio Danti,"and MarioBiagioli,GalileoCourtier
(Chicago,1993).
89Gino
Folgari,"IImuseo Settala.Contributoper la storiadella culturain
Milanonel secolo XVIII,"Archivio
storicolombardo
14 (1900), 58-126.
90See Bacci, "L'elenco delle pitture" (see n. 35). It is uncertainwhether
Chigi was actuallytaughtby Gallaccini(althoughit is very likelythat he knew
him at least,given his mention of Gallaccini'swork);however,we do knowthat
he wastaughtby his close friend Celso Cittadini.
91Connors,"VirtuosoArchitecture,"24.
92On the issue of
oralityin Renaissanceculturemore generally,see Judith
Studies
Bryce,"TheOralWorldof the EarlyAccademiaFiorentina,"Renaissance
9, 1 (1995), 77-103; and with respect to architecture,Payne, "Architectsand
Academies."
9 Ostilio
Ricci, "Problemi necessari per l'architetturamilitare & civile
raccoltidal S. 0. Ricci,mathematicoet architettodel Sereniss.GranDuca di
Toscana"[c. 1600], ThomasFisherLibrary,Universityof Toronto.
94Pietro Antonio Barca, Avvertimentie Regolecirca l'architetturacivile, scultura,
pittura, prospettivaet architetturamilitareper offesae difesa difortezze(Milan, 1620).

95Giovanni Branca, Le machine(Rome, 1629). On the
frontispiece is a
portraitof Vitruviusand Archimedes.
96 "...
questi che portarannoquesto librettoin saccoccia,che ne sapranno
molto piti di noi." Giovanni Branca, Manuale d'architetturabreve,e risolutapratica

(Ascoli,1629), 113.
97CarloOsio, Architettura
civile(Milan,1641). The book wasreissuedin 1661
and 1686.
98Alessandro Capra, La nuova architetturafamiliare(Bologna, 1678). Capra

(1608-1683/5) workedfor the Spanishgovernorsof Milan,particularlyon the
restoration and reengineering of buildings, and on city fortification and
defense. His publications included Geometriafamiliareed istruzionepratica(1671),
Nuova architetturadell'agrimensuradi terre (1672), La nuova architetturamilitare

(1683). He met and dealtwith importantgeometersand specialistsin fortifications (amongstthem Barca),hydraulics,and "economiaagricola."Mostof his
timewasspent on his machineprojects,especiallythoseon irrigation.Bonacina
(his biographerfor the 1717 Cremona edition of the architecturetreatise)
described him as spending the last years of his life in his "casa-laboratorio,
circondato dai modelli dei meccanismi da lui escorgitati."See Loredana
Olivato, "Alessandro Capra," DizionarioBiograficodegliItaliani.
99Costanzo Amichevoli, Architetturamilitare(Rome, 1684); idem, Architettura
civile ridotta a metodofacile, e breve(Terni, 1675). Francesco Eschinardi, Cursus

(Rome, 1689), dedicated to Francesco Redi; idem, De
physico-mathematicus
impetu tractatus duplex (Rome, 1684); idem, Discorso... sopra la Cometanuova-

menteapparsa(Rome, 1681). It seems that he never built anything.For an
account of his life, see M. Mucillo,"CostanzoAmichevoli,"Dizionario
Biografico
degliItaliani, vol. 43, 273-274.
100See, for example, Antonio Lupicini, Architetturamilitare con altri avvertimenti appartenentia la guerra (1582); DiscorsisopraI ripari del Po (1586); Discorsi
sopraI ripari delleinondazioni di Fiorenza (1591).
101See, for example, Guarino Guarini, Architetturacivile (Milan, 1968; 1st.
ed., Turin, 1737); BernardoVittone, Istruzionielementariperindirizziode'giovanni
allo studio del Architetturacivile.. . libri 3 (Lugano, 1760), and idem, Istruzioni
diverse concerenti l'ufficio del'Architettocivile... libri 2 (Lugano, 1766). On the
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influence of the mathematiciansJacopo,Giordano,and FrancescoRiccati(the
"geometrica famiglia") on Francesco Maria Preti, see especially Ruggero
Maschio, " 'Gli elementi di Architettura'di FrancescoMariaPreti. Teoria e
pratica costruttivasecondo 'una giusta ragione,'" in FrancescoMaria Preti
architetto
e teorico,ed. L. Puppi (CastelfrancoVeneto, 1990), 131-151, and
BarbaraMazza,"L'ambienteculturalee artistico,"in ibid.,51-77. On the issue
of Guarini'smodest mathematicalcontribution(if any) and lack of one in the
area of analyticalgeometry,as well as on his use of very simple geometrical
forms to achieve his vaulting, see Francesco Giacomo Tricomi, "Guarini
delbarocco,
Attidelconvengo
matematico,"in GuarinoGuarinie l'internazionalitd
1968 (Turin, 1970), 551-557. Despite the appearance
of scientific virtuosity,
Guarini'sarchitecturewithitsundulatingwallsand anthropomorphicconnotations held fast to the imitatiomentalityformulated in the Renaissance.On
Guarini'sgeometry and his anthropomorphicconcetto,
see Henry Millon, "La
geometrianel linguaggioarchitettonicodel Guarini,"in ibid.,35-60; and most
recentlyAndrewMorrogh,"Guariniand the Pursuitof Originality:The Church
for Lisbonand RelatedProjects,"JSAH57 (1998), 6-29. The only mention of
Guarinithat Lodoli makesis to his definitionof architectureas "the facultyto
order any type of edifice accordingto whatMilliettaughtin his course and in
his Mondo matematico,
vol. 1, 10th treatise, and nothing more." Memmo,
281. The referenceis to Claude-Francois
MillietDechales (1621-1678),
Elementi,
who had written treatiseson Euclid and mathematics(Huit livresdeselements
dEucliderendusplusfacile).Such a reference thatignores Guarini'sarchitecture
amountsto a damnatiomemoriae
on Lodoli'spart.
102Seen. 11.
103On the paradoxbetweenAristotelian

empiricalobservationand Platonic
idealizationof real conditionsso as to constructa mathematicalmodel of the
universe,and on the importanceof the latterfor Galileoand modern science,
see Westfall,TheConstruction
21 (see n. 58). More specifically
ofModernScience,
concerned with Galileo, see Alexandre Koyre, GalileoStudies(AtlanticHighlands,NJ., 1978).
104For the larger culturalcontext in which this fascinationwith the movement of machineswas embedded, see Horst Bredekamp,TheLureofAntiquity
andtheCultoftheMachine(Princeton,1995).
105Leon BattistaAlberti, On theArt of Building,trans.J. Rykwert,N. Leach,
and R. Tavernor(Cambridge,Mass.,1988),VI,8. DaniellaLamberininotes the
connection between bodies and machines in early instrument design in
"Machinesfor Use on Building Sites," in TheRenaissance
to
fromBrunelUeschi
exhibitioncatalogue,PalazzoGrassi,ed. H. Millonand V. LampuMichelangelo,
gnani (Milan,1994), 478-480.
106 On Puccini's illustrations,which include bizarre
figures that seem to
haunt the machines more than display their operations, see Daniela LamPuccini(Florence,1990).
berini,Ilprincipedifeso.Vitae operediBernardo
107This is particularlythe case in his treatise "Portidi mare" (Ms. L.iv.3)
where he illustrates his versions of Archimedean vises and caissondrivinginstrumentsfor underwaterport construction/excavation,and in his
treatise on Tartagliawhere he illustratesmeasuring instruments. For his
dependence on a long Sienese traditionof such designs that goes back to
Taccolaand Francescodi Giorgio,see Lamberini,"Lafortunadelle macchine
senesi";for the Sienese traditionof instrumentmaking,see Paolo Galuzzo,ed.,
Gli ingegneridel rinascimento
da Brunelleschi
a Leonardoda Vinci,exhibition
catalogue,PalazzoStrozzi,Florence,June1996-January1997 (Florence,1996),
117-186.
108
Gallaccini,"Delleragionide tiri.Dell'artiglieria."
109On the bottiniof Siena,see
especiallyGaluzzo,Gliingegneri.
110"... non e dubbio alcuno che
questo [imitation of movement] si fa;
e principionaturale,chee ilpeso,quale
posciache questosifa mediantiilfondamento
persua naturatendeal centro,comenaturaleamantedi quello;onde sendo accomodato con le ruoti dispostisecondo l'ordine, e modo, che vi si ricerca,movendosi quello inn gifufa che uno ruota e mossadall'altracontinuamente;per so
che non e maravigliadel moto dell'orologij,e di alcune statue (hornamentidi
giardinie fonti)" (emphasisadded). Gallaccini,"Discorsodell'artein comparation a la Natura,e dell'imitationedell'arte veso quella," in "Discorsiacademici,"65v.Indeed, he goes on to saythat the alphabetimitates(somiglia)
the
movement of the lips-from observationthe letters were designed for each
idiom. Ibid., 66v.On the popularityof Hero and Pappus,see especiallyRose,
TheRenaissance
ofMathematics.
In 1587a new chairin anatomywascreatedat the Universityof Sienaand
111
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GiulioManciniwasinvitedto hold it. He held the post till 1591when the chair
wasgivento GirolamoMinetti.G. CascioPratilli,L'universitc
e ilprincipe.Glistudi
di Sienae di PisatraRinascimento
e Controiforma
(Florence,1975), 69-75.
l2Tozzetti describes the treatise as "un laboriosissimospoglio di autori
antichi,non solamenteanatomici,e medici, ma anche filosofi,e filologi,i passi
dei qualiconcernentila struttura,e gli usi diversidelle partidel corpo umano."
Notizie,318.
Targioni-Tozzetti,
113Bacci,"L'elencodelle
pitturedi FabioChigi,"199.
114Since Manciniwas practicingat the Ospedale Santo Spiritoin Sassiain
Rome, it may be supposed that Gallaccini (a physician himself) knew the
hospitaland the personalitiesassociatedwithit throughhis friendand mentor.
OttavianoMascherinowas architect in charge of the palace and church at
SantoSpiritoat that time, and MicheleMercati,himselfa Sienese,wascommandatoreofthe hospitaltill 1593 and commissionedhis friendMascherinoto work
on the church and the palace. Among the first notices on Mascherinoand
notice of his connections with the hospital of Santo Spirito and position of
principeat the Accademia di San Luca (to which he willed his corpus of
drawings),see GiovanniBaglione,Levitede'pittori,scultoriet architetti
(Bologna,
1975;1sted., 1649), 99-100. For Mascherino'sworkin Rome (the churchesof
San Salvatorein Lauro, Santa Mariain Traspontina,Santo Spirito in Sassia,
etc.), see RaffaelloOjetti, "OttavianoMascherino,"in AnnuariodellaR Accademiadi S. LucaMCMXII(Rome, 1913), 1-15; MelchiorMissirini,Memorie
per
servirealla storiadellaRomanaAccademia
di S. Luca (Rome, 1823), lists Mascherino as "professoreaccademico"of the Accademiadi San Luca.Mostrecently
see Jack Wasserman,OttavianoMascarinoand the Drawingsin the Accademia
Nationaledi S. Luca (Rome, 1966). On Michele Mercati'sinvolvementwith
Santo Spirito,see Pietro Capparoni,Profilibio-bibliografici
di medicie naturalisti
italianidalsec.XValsec.XVIII(Rome, 1925-1928), 54.
celebri
115 See
especiallyGallaccini'sdiscorsoon "disegno interno, esterno e del
mezzo"in "Discorsiacademici."
116For
example, see (posthumouslypublished) Michele Mercati, Metallotheca(Rome, 1717);and idem, Degli obelischi
di Roma(Rome, 1589). Not only
does Mercati publish a work on the obelisks but his magnum opus, the
Metallotheca
(which counts as a founding work for mineralogy), contained
much on the artsand antiquities(under the Armarium
Xhe dealswith marble
and discussesancient sculptureand illustratesancient marblesin the Vatican
collection). On Mercati'slife (1541-1593), see Capparoni,Profilibio-bibliografici
di medici,53-56.
117David
Freedberg, "Iconographybetween the History of Art and the
Historyof Science:Art, Science, and the Caseof the Urban Bee," in Picturing
ScienceProducing
Art,ed. C. A. Cones and P. Galison (NewYorkand London,
1998), 272-296.
118Gallaccini,"Deldisegno,"in "Discorsi,"39v-41r.
119On thisissue,see especiallyJames
Ackerman,"EarlyRenaissanceNaturalism and Scientific Illustration,"in James Ackerman, DistancePoints (Cambridge,Mass.,1991), 185-207.
120 "Ciascuncongiugnimento
e posto al suo debito luogo, ed e di figuratale,
che rendestabile,e determinato e differente moto ciascun membro, poi che
e dotata di quantita,di numero, e di figura
qualunque particolarcommessura
solamente dispostaaformarnelsuopropriomembro
il suomotonaturale..." (emphasisadded).And he continues:"Dunquedall'osservationedi questamachina
mondiale, e di questo miocrocosmo ha potuto l'humano ingegno ritrar
l'architetturala quale con debite misure, e proporzioni, e con ornata e
belladispositionedi figurecorporeeogni manieradi edificio,che a l'usohumano
si richiede."Gallaccini,"Dellanobilitadell'Architettura,"
in "Discorsi,"68v-69v.
121When he criticizesthe treatmentof stone as if wood or stucco he
argues
that when used properly "la pietra ha legamento reale col tutto, nascono
insieme con esso." And he continues on the subject of rompimenti:
".... si
rompe la continuazione degli ornamenti, si disunisce il compartimentoe si
scioglie il legame delle partifra loro, e col tutto."Gallaccini,Errori,45. In his
treatiseon perspectivehe defines architravesasworking"peraiutarea reggere
il peso delle colonne e per congiugnimento
d'esse e per congiugnere
tutta la
macchinainsieme" (emphasisadded). Idem, "Prospettiva."
122See n. 73.
123This direction for a discourse on
movement, which crosses from as-

tronomyto mechanicsto naturalscience and anatomy,is alreadyevidentin the
workof Benedetto Castelli(anothersupporterof Galileo'sand professorat La
to developa "scienzadel moto"
Sapienza),who alsoattemptedin his Mattonata

(science of movement) that connected the movement of stars,animals,and
machines.
124On the awkwardnessof scientific discourse that was mired in verbal
description and lacked the eloquence to convince in the prealgebra
period, see FrancescoGiacomo Tricomi, "Guarinimatematico,"in Guarino
Guarinie l'internazionalitd
del barocco.Atti del convengo1968 (Turin, 1970),
551-557.

125See LorraineDatson and KatherinePark,Wonders
and theOrderofNature
1150-1750 (NewYork,1998).
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